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ABSTRACT
The Age, Stratigraphy, and Tectonic Provenance of Clastic 
Deposits in the Western Bikou Terrane,
Southwestern Qinling Mountains 
China
by
Peter Alexander Druschke
Dr. Andrew Hanson, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Professor of Geology 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The Qinling Mountains of central China are the product of Late Paleozoic to Triassic 
collision between the North China Plate and the South China Plate. Located within the 
southwestern Qinling Mountains is the Bikou terrane, a low grade metamorphic 
assemblage of igneous and clastic sedimentary rocks located adjacent to the northern 
margin of the South China Plate. The age and tectonic setting of clastic deposits within 
the Bikou terrane have long been controversial, with age estimates ranging from Lower 
Proterozoic to Late Paleozoic, and tectonic provenance theories ranging from subduction 
arc to continental rift.
The southeastern portion of the Bikou terrane is composed of a metamorphosed 
volcanic arc with minor marine volcaniclastic sediments, known as the Bikou Group, 
previously dated by SHRIMP U-Pb zircon and conventional U-Pb as Late Proterozoic in 
age (approximately 845 to 760 Ma). Separated by a NE/SW striking fault, the
111
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northwestern Bikou terrane consists of a turbidite dominated sedimentary basin known as 
the Hengdan Group.
The Hengdan basin comprises a 10 to 15 km thick succession of coarsening upward, 
volcaniclastic sand-rich submarine fan deposits. Paleocurrent data obtained during this 
study from deposits within the Hengdan Group indicate a south to north transport 
direction (i.e., from the direction of the Bikou arc). In order to provide stronger 
correlatetion between the Hengdan Group and the Bikou Group, SHRIMP U-Pb analyses 
of detrital zircon recovered from tuffaceous sandstone in the Hengdan Group was 
performed. Results indicate a provenance age range of roughly 845 to 705 Ma. The 
Bikou-arc overlapping age distribution and paleocurrent data suggest that the Bikou arc 
was the primary source for volcaniclastic deposits within the Hengdan basin. The detrital 
zircon data also suggest that the Bikou volcanic arc was active for an approximate 140 
m.y. interval, nearly double the duration previously recognized.
Comparison of the Hengdan basin with a number of well-known forearc basins and 
rift to drift successions disfavors continental rift provenance interpretations. The 
voluminous thickness of immature, volcaniclastic deposits, and the coarsening upward 
sedimentary trend within the Hengdan Group is characteristic of forearc sedimentation. 
Similarly, the detrital zircon population within the Hengdan Group is characterized by 
short transport, arc derived, single-cycle zircons, also indicating a probable forearc basin 
setting. These new data contradict theories that South China occupied an intra-cratonic 
setting within the supercontinent Rodinia during 850-700 Ma. Instead, it supports an 
alternate theory that the northern and western margins of the South China Plate composed 
a continent-ocean subduction system in the Late Proterozoic.
IV
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Qinling Mountain belt of central China represents the Middle Paleozoic to 
Triassic collisional suturing of the North China Block and South China Block (Fig. 1), 
which together form the cratonic nucleus of East Asia (Zhang et al., 1984). The Qinling 
Mountains contain evidence of a long and complex collisional history, including island 
arc and possible micro-plate accretion, multiple subduction complexes, multiple 
metamorphic events, and both thin-and thick-skinned thrusting (Zhai et al., 1998). Much 
research has been conducted in recent years on the formation of ultra-high pressure 
metamorphic rocks within the eastern Qinling (Dabie) Mountains during the Mesozoic 
(Xu et al., 1992; Ames et al., 1993, 1996; Hacker et al., 1995, 2000; Rowley et al., 1997; 
Webb et al., 1999; Ratschbacher et al., 2000; Grimmer et al., 2002; Oberhansli et al., 
2002) but the earlier pre-Mesozoic tectonic history recorded in the geology of the Qinling 
Mountains is still poorly understood.
The Qinling Mountains and the adjacent North and South China cratons also record 
evidence of a complex Precambrian history, including possible arc magmatism, rifting, 
and formation of passive continental margins persisting from the Late Proterozoic 
through the Early Paleozoic. Precambrian arc volcanism and volcaniclastic basin 
formation along the north margin of the South China Block (Yangtze craton) have been
1
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Figure 1. Plate tectonic map of China, highlighting the North and South China Blocks, 
the Qinling orogen, and the Songpan-Ganze terrane (modified from Watson et al., 1987).
interpreted to record a prior suturing and breakup of Rodinia during the Middle to Late 
Proterozoic (Li et al., 1995,1999,2002; Li, 1999). Others have interpreted these same 
volcano-sedimentary complexes to represent a continental subduction setting during the 
same time interval (Gao et al., 1990; Zhou et al., 2002a, 2002b; Yan et al., 2003).
Xia and others (1996a) have interpreted the Precambrian rifting of South China and 
collision with North China in the Late Paleozoic to Mesozoic to represent a Precambrian 
to Mesozoic Wilson Cycle. However, significant debate continues about the age of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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volcanism and basin formation, as well as pre-Mesozoic plate reconstructions for much 
of East Asia based on geological correlations and paleomagnetism. Unraveling the 
Precambrian history of the Qinling Mountains has been hampered by problems with 
geochronological control and conflicting tectonic interpretations (Yan, pers. comm., 
2002).
Located in the southwestern Qinling Mountain belt near the junction of Sichuan, 
Shaanxi and Gansu Provinces is the Bikou terrane, a discrete, fault-bounded block 
comprising a complex of meta-volcanic and meta-sedimentary rocks (Fig. 2). Although 
controversy exists as to the exact age and tectonic setting of the Bikou terrane, it is 
widely believed to represent a Meso/Neoproterozoic arc complex situated on or adjacent 
to the northern margin of the South China Plate. Interpretations of the tectonic setting of 
the Bikou terrane have included an island arc or continental arc relating to the Middle to 
Late Proterozoic collision of the North and South China Plates (Pei, 1989; Tao, 1993; Qin 
et al., 1994; Wei, 1995), and/or their Late Proterozoic rifling (Xia et al., 1996b; Qiang, 
1999). The Bikou terrane has also been interpreted to represent a micro-plate that 
accreted to the South China Plate during the Paleozoic (Xia et al., 1996b; Yin and Huang, 
1996)
A fault-bounded subunit of the Bikou terrane, the Hengdan Group, is a thick 
volcaniclastic turbidite succession metamorphosed to lower greenschist facies (Wei,
1995) that composes the northwestern half of the Bikou Terrane. The Hengdan Group 
has been generally regarded as contemporaneous in age and closely associated with the 
meta-volcanic sequence of the Bikou Group, although workers support differing 
conclusions as to whether the Hengdan Group represents a forearc (Pei, 1992; Qin et al.,
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Figure 2. Geologic map of the Bikou terrane (outlined in bold) and vicinity (modified 
from Yan and others, 2002).
1992, 1994; Tao, 1993; Yan et al., 2002) or rift basin setting (Lu et al., 1996, 1997; Xia et 
al., 1996a; Qiang, 1999). Lu and others (1996, 1997) have inferred through stratigraphie 
correlation with nearby recognized Paleozoic units that the Hengdan Group is actually
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Silurian to Devonian in age or younger. No dating of volcanic rocks within the Hengdan 
Group had been previously performed, although dates of metamorphosed volcanic units 
in the Bikou Group by K-Ar, conventional zircon U-Pb, and Rb-Sr systems indicated a 
wide spread of Middle to Late Proterozoic ages (Pei, 1989; Qin et al., 1992; Tao, 1993; 
Wei, 1995).
Bounding the northern margin of the Bikou terrane is the Mianlue mélange, which is 
a recently recognized Late Paleozoic accretionary complex (Xu et al., 1994). Within the 
western Qinling Mountains, the Mianlue mélange is generally regarded as the boundary 
between the North and South China Plates (Meng and Zhang, 1999, 2000). The complex 
includes greenschist facies metamorphic rocks, MORB blocks (Li et al., 1996, Xu et al.,
1998), and sedimentary blocks containing Early Carboniferous age fossils (Feng et al., 
1996).
Given the poor age control, and the fact that other presumed Precambrian terranes 
within the Qinling Mountains have recently been shown to be much younger (Ames et 
al., 1993; Lerch et al., 1995; Zhai et al; 1998), Druschke et al., (2002), Hanson et al., 
(2002), and Yan et al., (2002), proposed a model for the southwest Qinling Mountains 
that speculated on a possible Paleozoic tectonic history for the Bikou terrane. To further 
test this hypothesis, ion microprobe dating of reworked tuff in the Hengdan Group and 
volcanic rock of the Bikou Group was performed as part of this study to better constrain 
the tectonic history of the region. Our previous research had tested the hypothesis that 
the Mianlue mélange, Hengdan basin, and Bikou arc together composed a Late Paleozoic 
to Early Mesozoic convergent margin built upon the north margin of the South China
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Plate, related to the Late Paleozoic to Triassic collision of the North and South China 
Plates (Druschke et al., 2002; Hanson et al., 2002; Yan et al., 2002).
However, given the possible Proterozoic age of the Bikou terrane, and position at the 
northern margin of the South China Plate, understanding the tectonic history of the Bikou 
terrane could also prove important for reconstructing the Precambrian history of South 
China. Recently, a number of new theories have been advanced concerning the position 
of the South China micro-plate with respect to the super-continent Rodinia. One such 
theory proposes that South China may in fact be the “missing link” between Australia and 
Laurentia (Fig. 3), by correlating possible rift related volcanism across Australia and 
South China at 750 Ma (Li et al., 1995, 1999). A new Neoproterozoic (ca 750 Ma) 
paleomagnetic pole for South China produced by Evans and others (2000) suggests that 
the “missing link” theory is plausible. However, other paleomagnetic studies conflict 
with this conclusion (Zhang and Piper, 1997; Piper, 2000). It is therefore crucial to 
understand the age and tectonic setting of deposits along the northern margin of South 
China in order to evaluate Rodinia reconstructions with conflicting positions for South 
China.
At the heart of this problem lie a number of volcanic arc/volcaniclastic basin terranes, 
including the Bikou terrane, situated along the northern and western margin of the South 
China Plate. Recent ion probe dating has revealed that many of these terranes share 
overlapping Late Proterozoic ages (ca. 850-720 Ma) (Gao et al., 1996; Li et al., 1999; 
Zhou et al., 2002a, 2002b; Yan, pers. comm ). However, there is still considerable debate 
as to whether these terranes represent convergent or divergent margins, thus complicating 
efforts to evaluate the South China Plate’s position relative to the supercontinent Rodinia.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 3. Plate reconstruction for Rodinia circa 800 Ma illustrating the “missing-link” 
position for South China (from Li et al., 1999).
This study addresses the disparate hypotheses of age and tectonic setting of the Bikou 
terrane. Recent tectonic provenance studies have paid little attention to voluminous 
volcaniclastic deposits contained within the Hengdan Group or within the Bikou Group 
itself, although recent sedimentological studies have likewise revealed evidence used to 
argue both rift and arc related provenance. Lacking however from many recent studies 
focusing on the tectonic setting o f the Bikou terrane has been a detailed comparison of 
the basin stratigraphy and related volcanic assemblages to proto-oceanic rift troughs such 
as the Red Sea, well-studied rift to drift sequences along the Atlantic margin, or
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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numerous well-studied forearc basin systems throughout the world. Such comparison is 
essential for correctly deducing tectonic provenance.
The focus of this study was to provide a detailed description of the basin-scale 
stratigraphy of the Hengdan Group, and to evaluate rift and forearc hypotheses based on 
comparison with modem and ancient analogs. This study also provides new age control 
by applying detrital U-Pb zircon microprobe dating on volcaniclastic units within the 
Hengdan Group. As no previous dating of the Hengdan Group had been performed, 
geochronology is essential for testing the hypothesis that the Bikou Group and Hengdan 
Group are genetically and temporally related. By establishing a correlation between the 
Bikou and Hengdan Groups, and determining the tectonic provenance of the Hengdan 
basin, this study attempts to create a new perspective and new method for testing tectonic 
provenance theories for the Bikou terrane. The recognition of the plate tectonic 
provenance of the Bikou terrane may then be used to evaluate reconstructions and 
tectonic models for South China.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK 
Regional Overview: The Qinling Mountains 
The Qinling belt is a prominent east-west trending mountain range that occupies a 
central location within eastern and central China, geographically dividing the Yellow 
River plains of northern China from the Sichuan basin and Yangtze River plains to the 
south. Arising near the eastern coast of China, the Qinling Mountains stretch nearly 800 
km toward the northeastern comer of the Tibetan Plateau, and are on average 
approximately 150 km wide in north/south extent. Continuing westward along the 
northem edge of the Tibetan Plateau, the Kunlun and Qilian Mountains form a cogenetic 
extension of the Qinling Mountains, which together compose a nearly 2,000 km long 
orogenic belt (Sun et al., 2000). Geologically, the Qinling Mountains have been divided 
into four distinct tectonic subdivisions. They are: (1) Precambrian basement of the North 
and South China Plates, frequently involved in thick-skinned thmsting or basement uplift 
structures; (2) the Qinling metamorphic complex consisting mainly of multi-phase 
metamorphosed arc related rocks of Ordovician to Triassic age; (3) marginal basins 
comprised largely of thmst and fold belt deformed flysch, and; (4) folded and uplifted 
Jurassic and younger foreland deposits (Hsu et al., 1987).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Today, the Qinling Mountains are generally recognized to be the product of inter­
continental collision, brought on by the closure of the Paleo-Tethys Ocean during the 
Mesozoic (Sengor, 1985; Hsu et al., 1987). The Qinling Mountains however display a 
long and complex history, recording not only the Paleozoic to Triassic collision of North 
and South China, but also ensuing regional collisions which have built east Asia, 
culminating with the India-Asia collision which continues to this day (Zhang et al., 1984, 
1989; Webb et al., 1999; Ratschbacher et al., 2000).
The Late Paleozoic through Triassic Qinling Orogeny
In the eastern portion of the Qinling Mountains (Dabie sub-range) lies a suite of ultra- 
high pressure metamorphic rocks including micro-diamond and coesite bearing eclogites. 
This assemblage is believed to have formed during the collision of the North and South 
China micro-plates, and partial subduction of the South China plate to a depth of 120 km 
(Xu et al., 1992). This collision was subsequently dated as Lower Triassic by U-Pb 
dating of zircon within the ultra-high pressure belt (Ames et al., 1993, 1996). 
Paleomagnetic studies previously carried out by Zhao and Coe (1987) also indicated that 
North and South China collided during the Triassic, and that the South China Plate 
underwent an approximate 70-degree clockwise rotation prior to final suturing.
Nie and others (1994), inferred that the original mountain belt produced during this 
collision would have rivaled the modem Himalayas in height, and up to 4 to 6 million 
km  ̂of material was unroofed following collision to expose the crustal levels seen within 
the eastem Qinling today. The sediment thus produced was largely shed westward, 
filling the Songpan-Ganze basin southwest of the central Qinling Mountains, with
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Triassic turbidite deposits up to 15 km thick. Zhou and Graham (1996) further 
interpreted that the diachronous east to west closure implied by the paleomagnetic data 
(Zhao and Coe, 1987) allowed for sediment unroofed from the eastem Qinling to be 
transported westward and accumulate on a trapped sliver of oceanic crust within the 
closing paleo-Tethyan sea-way, which they dubbed a “remnant ocean basin.” Detrital 
zircon studies have shown a large Proterozoic aged zircon component in the Songpan- 
Ganze flysch, which has been interpreted as having a South China Plate provenance 
(Bmguier et al., 1997).
Debate continues, however, upon the exact timing of the North/South China collision, 
with theories calling for either Late Paleozoic (Devonian or Carboniferous) or Triassic 
collision. Evidence exists of an Ordovician to Silurian island arc along the south margin 
of the North China Plate displaying southward subduction and Devonian metamorphic 
overprinting, leading to the theory that the North and South China Plate collision 
occurred by the Carboniferous (Lerch et al., 1995). A model based on this hypothesis 
holds that Triassic metamorphism within the Qinling Mountains resulted from renewed 
deformation after the initial collision of the North and South China Plates (Xue et al., 
1996), possibly due to the collision of the Southeast Asian micro-plate with South China.
Similarly, a study of the rare-earth element signatures of Paleozoic clastic strata 
contained within the Qinling Mountains reveal sediment source area changes during the 
Silurian-Devonian (Gao et al., 1995). Fossil evidence of rapid faunal shifts during the 
same interval also occurred, implying close proximity or connection between North and 
South China at that time (Yin and Huang, 1996). Isotopic Pb analyses of over 30 
granitoid intmsions ranging from Neoproterozoic to Devonian in age on the North and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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South China Blocks revealed that although the isotopic signature of North and South 
China granitoids was distinctly different prior to the Devonian, homogeneity following 
the Devonian suggests Paleozoic suturing (Zhang et al., 1997). U-Pb and ‘*®Ar/̂ ^Ar 
dating of metamorphism within the north-central Qinling Mountains has also revealed 
Silurian to Devonian arc magmatism, with a widespread Carboniferous metamorphic 
event (Zhai et al., 1998). In contrast, Zhai and others (1998) concluded that pre-Triassic 
metamorphism was the result of island arc accretion and amalgamation, terminating with 
a Triassic continental collision.
Other diverse evidence points to an Early Triassic age for suturing of the North and 
South China micro-plates. A recent paleomagnetic study performed by Yang and Besse
(2001), reaffirms that North and South China displayed independent motion prior to the 
Triassic, but display identical apparent polar wander paths from the Jurassic onward. The 
study also confirms clockwise rotation of South China as a whole, rather than more minor 
fault block rotation along post Triassic localized faults. U-Pb dating of a 400 km long 
presumed synorogenic granitoid belt within the southern Qinling Mountains reveals a 205 
to 220 m.y. range, further suggesting Triassic suturing of North and South China (Sun et
al., 2002).
Located directly to the north of the Bikou terrane within the southwest Qinling 
Mountains, the Late Paleozoic Mianlue mélange of Xu and others (1994), has been 
inferred by Meng and Zhang (1999, 2000) to represent the final Late Paleozoic to 
Triassic closure of the paleo-Tethys prior to suturing of the North and South China plates. 
Evidence of Late Devonian to Early Carboniferous fossil bearing chert (Feng et al., 1996;
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Wang et al., 1999) and limestone blocks included in a tectonic mélange with pillow 
basalt, gabbro, serpentenite, and greenschist imply that an ocean basin was opened within 
the south Qinling during the Late Paleozoic, and had closed by the time of Triassic 
North-South China Plate collision (Du et al., 1998a, 1998b).
While generally considered to be strong evidence of the closure of an ocean basin 
during the Late Paleozoic, some features of the Mianlue mélange remain enigmatic. 
Although the presence of MORB blocks have been widely reported (Li et al., 1996; Lai et 
al., 1997; Xu et al., 1998, 2000), the presence of arc-derived volcanic rocks within the 
mélange indicate that the subduction complex was involved with an unidentified volcanic 
arc (Lai et al., 1997; Xu et al., 2000), or possibly formed in a back-arc setting. Although 
Triassic metamorphic overprinting is present in the rocks of the Mianlue mélange, (Li et 
al., 1996) few Late Carboniferous or Permian volcanic rocks have been uncovered to 
prove that the ocean basin persisted until the Triassic.
Post Triassic Tectonic History of the Qinling Mountains 
Apart from the timing of collision and final suturing of the North and South China 
Plates, recent work within the Qinling Mountains has also focused on the complexity of 
faulting, folding, and exhumation of ultra-high pressure metamorphic rocks. Wang and 
others (2003), hypothesize that a pair of crystalline basement indentors on the northem 
margin of the South China Plate caused a zone of maximum shortening within the 
sedimentary and volcanic-arc terranes of the central Qinling orogen. The zone of 
maximum shortening led to large-scale lateral strike-slip displacement of young accreted 
terranes and marginal basins caught between the cratons. Lateral extrusion and
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transtension is similarly theorized to have caused the unroofing of the Dabie ultra-high 
pressure metamorphic rocks. A number of recent studies have inferred that the Bikou 
terrane appears to be a basement block that underwent westward lateral displacement, 
with bounding faults displaying appropriate shear sense indicators (Burchfiel et al., 1995; 
Wang and Burchfiel, 1998; Wang et al., 2001) (Fig. 4). This theory also helps to explain 
many complex fault patterns within the Qinling orogen that appear to juxtapose distinct 
tectonic units of various ages and settings.
During the Jurassic and Cretaceous, the Qinling orogen was reactivated due to the 
collision of continental blocks that formed the ancestral Tibetan Plateau (Qiantang and 
Lhasa blocks) to the southwest, transtension associated with Pacific Plate subduction to 
the east, and collision of the Southeast Asian micro-continent to the south (Hacker et al., 
1995; Webb et al. 1999; Ratschbacher et al., 2000; Grimmer et al., 2002). Widespread 
Cretaceous volcanism and Cretaceous resetting of detrital apatite found in Triassic and 
Jurassic foreland basin deposits appear to confirm reheating in the Qinling Orogen due to 
Late Mesozoic transtension (Grimmer et al., 2002). Extension/ transtension appears 
responsible for widespread magmatism and granite intrusion in the Cretaceous and early 
Cenozoic (Ratschbacher et al., 2000). These diverse tectonic events combined to create 
transtensional and extensional deformation within the Qinling orogen, the reactivation of 
strike-slip faults, and the activation of dip-slip and normal faults that facilitated further 
unroofing of ultra-high pressure rocks in the eastem Qinling Mountains.
Reactivation of many stmctures within the Qinling Mountains also occurred with the 
Himalayan orogeny, and portions of the Qinling Mountains have experienced Eocene to 
recent faulting and uplift as a result (Hacker, 1995; Ratschbacher et al., 2000; Webb,
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the Mesozoic Qinling orogen, detailing how two 
cratonic promontories on the north margin of the South China Plate may have created a 
zone of maximum shortening within the central Qinling Mountains. The Bikou terrane 
(in black) was translated westward as a result of escape tectonics (modified fi-om Wang et 
al., 2002).
1999). Thermochronological studies of mineralization along faults in the Longmenshan 
Mountains immediately to the southwest of the southern Qinling Mountains (and the 
Bikou terrane) indicate reactivation in the Neogene to recent (Ame et al., 1997). Studies 
of active, east-west trending faults within and along the Qinling orogen have revealed 
that South China continues to undergo approximately 4 mm of left lateral movement 
relative to northem China/Mongolia per year (Zhang et al., 1995). The study also
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uncovered evidence of active fault partitioning and counterclockwise rotation of blocks 
within the eastern Qinling Mountains.
Precambrian History of Central China
Compared with the Phanerozoic history of the North and South China blocks, the 
Precambrian history of central China is still poorly understood. The North China Plate 
contains evidence of Late Archean greenstone belts along its southern margin (Kroner et 
al., 1988), as well as remnants of crustal fragments exceeding 3 Ga in age (Liu et al., 
1992). The South China Plate, once widely thought to be younger than the North China 
Plate, has recently also yielded evidence of older than 3 Ga Archean nuclei (Qiu et al., 
2000).
Recent paleomagnetic data recovered from ca. 600 Ma glacial rocks on the North 
China and South China Plates has cast doubt on the Chinese Wilson Cycle theory. 
Paleomagnetic data suggest that the two plates lay on opposing sides of Australia at that 
time (Piper and Zhang, 1997; Zhang and Piper, 1997). With no biostratigraphic evidence 
and little stratigraphie evidence of a Precambrian North-South China link, their position 
relative to each other is largely speculative. Of the two micro-plates, the South China 
Plate has been the subject of more study in recent years, and due to a sparsity of data, the 
North China Plate is absent from many Rodinia reconstructions.
The South China Plate is composed of two separate micro-plates, the Yangtze in the 
west/northwest, and the Cathaysian in the east/southeast (Fig. 5). The two micro-plates 
sutured during the Middle to Late Proterozoic to form the modem South China Plate, 
although the exact timing of this event, like many others in the region is still subject to
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Figure S. Map of the South China Plate and the Yangtze and Cathaysia Block sub-plates. 
Outlined areas indicate locations of confirmed Late Proterozoic volcanic terranes 
(locations fi*om Gao et al., 1996; Zhou et al., 2002a, 2002b).
debate. Recent ion-microprobe dating has revealed a 1.3 to 1.0 Ga metamorphic event in 
the Sibao orogen separating the Yangtze and Cathaysian cratons, which has been 
interpreted to represent the suturing of South China, as well as the regional assembly of 
Rodinia (Li et al., 2002). However, studies of 0.8 Ga meta- sedimentary, arc related 
rocks in southeast China have been interpreted by others to represent Neoproterozoic
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suturing of the Yangtze and Cathaysia micro-plates to form South China (Gu et al.,
2002). Studies of arc volcanic rocks within the Cathaysia block also suggest 
Neoproterozoic suturing between 820 and 870 Ma (Zhao and Cawood, 1999), with a 
similar age for synorogenic granitoids within the suture zone (Li, 1999).
Much recent attention has also been given to Middle to Late Proterozoic volcano- 
sedimentary terranes that ring the northern and western margins of the South China Plate, 
commonly exposed as basement uplifts within the southern Qinling Mountains and 
eastern Tibetan Plateau. The majority of these terranes are highly deformed due to the 
complex regional tectonic history, but are commonly composed of bimodal volcanic 
rocks, and volcaniclastic turbidite deposits (Zhang et al., 1996). During the 
Neoproterozoic, the northern and western margins of the South China Plate underwent 
rifting to form a passive margin that persisted through the Early Paleozoic (Gao et al.,
1996), but the exact timing of this event is poorly constrained due to lack of 
biostratigraphy, sparse or unreliable geochronology, and disagreement over the tectonic 
provenance of many Precambrian rock units.
It has been proposed that the volcano-sedimentary terranes of the northern and 
western margins of South China represent a complex history of subduction and collision 
to form Rodinia between 1.0 Ga and 800 Ma, followed by break-up between 800 and 700 
Ma (Gao et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 1996), or collision at 1.1 Ga., and break-up at 850 Ma 
(Zhou et al., 1999). Xia and others (1996a, 1996b) hypothesized that volcano- 
sedimentary terranes along the north margin of the South China plate record protracted 
extension or a series of extensional events fi’om 1.45 Ga to final break-up at
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approximately 700 Ma, a period of 750 million years. Li and others (1995, 1999) 
hypothesize that ca. 830 Ma mafic and ultramafic dike swarms in South China correlate 
to similar aged dike swarms in Australia, and represent initiation of Rodinia break-up at 
820 Ma. The authors also hypothesize that the Neoproterozoic volcanic terranes ringing 
much of the western and northern boundary of the South China plate represent a pre-rift 
mantle plume.
In sharp contrast with the rift hypothesis for the Neoproterozoic South China fringing 
terranes, a number of recent studies suggest that these terranes are in fact evidence of a 
long-lived continental arc. Zhou and others (2002a) hypothesize that large mafic 
intrusions along the northern margin of South China are the product of continental arc 
magmatism, due to the enrichment of large ion lithophile and light REE, and depletion of 
high field-strength elements. The authors also reported new zircon U-Pb ion-microprobe 
dates of two mafic intrusions with crystallization ages of 819 + 10 Ma and 782 + 12 Ma. 
Previous workers had concluded that these same mafic intrusions represented fiood 
basalts erupted in an extensional setting based largely on Sr and Nd isotopic data (Xia et 
al., 1996b).
Zhou and others (2002b) also examined gneissic, amphibolite facies metamorphic 
complexes along the western margin of the South China Plate, and concluded that they 
were the product of either continental arc magmatism or island arc accretion. Also 
reported were ion-microprobe dates from zircon ranging from 764 + 9 Ma, to 864 + 8 
Ma, with metamorphic overgrowths of 150 to 180 Ma, which were interpreted as 
Mesozoic reheating possibly due to collision and exhumation during assembly of the 
ancestral Tibetan Plateau. The combined evidence of Neoproterozoic subduction along
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the north and west margins of South China simultaneously lead Zhou and others (2002b) 
to infer that South China flanked Rodinia at least until 760 Ma.
Recent protolith studies within the eastern Qinling (Dabie) Mountains also indicate 
the existence of Neoproterozoic volcanic assemblages along the northeast margin of the 
South China Plate. The Dabie ultrahigh-pressure terrane is considered to be the northern 
margin of the South China Plate in the eastern Qinling Mountains, and U-Pb microprobe 
dating of intensely deformed eclogites and orthogneisses indicate a 780 Ma protolith age 
(Ames et al., 1993, 1996; Rowley et al., 1997). However, until recently, most protolith 
structures were believed to have been completely overprinted. Oberhansli and others
(2002) identified zones within the ultrahigh-pressure terrane that preserved a layered 
sequence of pillow basalt, felsic to intermediate volcanic breccias and flows, 
volcaniclastic sandstone, chert, and volcanic ash, similar to Neoproterozoic sequences 
seen elsewhere along the north and northwest margin of the South China Plate. However, 
Ames and others (1996) hypothesize that the Dabie terrane represents a separate micro­
plate, and is discrete from the South China Plate due to crustal isotopic variations.
Within the north margin of South China is evidence of Neoproterozoic dike swarms 
that display primitive REE characteristics, and are also hypothesized to be rift-related in 
provenance. Recent studies have located basic dike swarms in the Wudang area along 
the north-central margin of the South China Plate that display rift-provenance 
geochemistry, and were dated using Sm-Nd as 764 + 164 Ma (Zhou et al., 1999; Zhang 
and Zhou, 1999). Yan and others (pers. comm., 2003) report the existence of small mafic 
dike swarms intruding the Bikou terrane, also displaying rift provenance geochemistry. 
These dike swarms were dated using the '*®Ar/ ^^Ar method, and range fi'om 660 + 2 Ma,
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to 650 ± 4  Ma (unpublished data), overlapping the published ages of the Wudang dike 
swarms of Zhou and others (1999), within error. While the existence of Late 
Neoproterozoic dike swarms does not offer conclusive evidence of the timing of rift 
initiation, it suggests that local break-up may be much younger than previously 
hypothesized.
Previous Work; The Bikou Group 
Geograpically, the Bikou terrane lies near the northeastern comer of the Tibetan 
Plateau, where the Qinling Mountains continue into western China under the name of the 
Kunlun Mountains. The Bikou terrane is 40 to 50 km in width from north to south, and 
nearly 150 km in length in a generally northeast-southwest direction. The area is remote 
and rugged, with deeply incised “V” shaped valleys, ranging in elevation from 1.5 km in 
some of the major river valleys, to an average of 5 to 6 km atop some of the higher peaks. 
The Bikou Group was originally identified as a Late Neoproterozoic to Devonian 
succession by Ye and Guan (1944), and included both the volcanic and sedimentary 
components of the complex. Recently, Zhao and others (1990) separated Paleozoic 
sedimentary cover from the Bikou Group in the Chinese stratigraphie nomenclature. Tao 
(1993) further subdivided the Bikou Group by assigning the name of “Hengdan Group” 
to the dominantly volcaniclastic sedimentary component of the terrane, and retaining the 
“Bikou Group” name for dominantly volcanic strata within the northeastern portion of the 
terrane.
The Bikou terrane forms a Precambrian basement uplift surrounded on all sides by 
highly faulted Paleozoic to Mesozoic sedimentary cover. Bordering the Bikou terrane by
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fault contact to the north and west is the Sanhekou Group, a thin belt of highly sheared 
carbonate and pelitic schist averaging a few km wide in the north but averaging a few 
lO’s of km wide in the west. Immediately to the north of the Sanhekou Group but 
separated by faults, is the Baishuijiang Group, which averages 3 to 5 km wide, and forms 
a minimum 100 km long belt trending east/west with possibly greater extent to the west. 
Tao (1993) included this group as part of the Bikou terrane, although it is now recognized 
as an accretionary wedge (Xu et al., 1994, 1998; Li et al., 1996; Du et al., 1998a, 1998b) 
with a maximum age of Early Carboniferous based on microfossils (Feng et al., 1996; 
Wang et al., 1999). East and southeast of the Bikou terrane is the Miaoxian Group, a 
Silurian and younger assemblage of highly deformed carbonates and siliciclastic 
sedimentary rocks (unpublished Chinese Geological Survey maps).
Little is known about the structure and uplift history of the Bikou terrane, but recent 
reconnaissance in the area indicates that faults bounding the Bikou terrane to the north 
display dextral shear indicators, and faults bounding the terrane to the south display 
sinestral shear indicators (Burchfiel et al., 1995). This suggests that the Bikou terrane 
was extruded westward during Mesozoic shortening (Burchfiel et al., 1995; Wang and 
Burchfiel, 1998; Wang et al., 2001). However, many faults within the Bikou terrane 
display a sense of reverse motion (Tao, 1993), indicating either a reverse dip-slip 
component to these faults, or reactivation as thrust faults. Yan (pers. comm.) indicates 
that Jurassic alluvial/fluvial conglomerates overlying the Miaoxian Group to the east 
contain cobbles of meta-volcanic rocks with apparent Bikou Group affinity, indicating 
exposure during the Jurassic.
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The Bikou Group forms the southeastern lithologie belt within the Bikou terrane, and 
consists largely of marine meta-volcanic rocks, with some minor interbedded meta­
sediments (Tao, 1993). Much of the recent study within the Bikou terrane has focused on 
the Bikou Group, which contains a number of economically important ore bodies, 
containing gold, silver, nickel, chromium, iron, barium, manganese and others (Zhao et 
al., 1990; Qin et al., 1994). Stratigraphically, the Bikou Group tends to increase in 
metamorphic grade, crustal depth and age from west to east (Zhao et al., 1990). 
Metamorphic grades within the Bikou Group range from lower greenschist facies in the 
west, to scattered exposures of blueschist facies along the eastern boundary, which 
together are interpreted to represent A-type subduction of the terrane (Wei, 1995).
The Bikou Group is divided into the southeastern, stratigraphically lower belt, and the 
northwestern, stratigraphically higher belt. The southeastern belt consists largely of 
layered lavas and volcanic agglomerate interbedded with minor pelagic sediments, and is 
intruded by deformed granitoids (Tao, 1993). The lavas range in composition and 
include basalt, pillow basalt, sodium basalt (spillite), basaltic andésite, andésite, dacite 
and rhyolite. These rocks commonly show evidence of seawater alteration. The 
northwestern portion of the Bikou terrane consists largely of a thick sequence of felsic to 
intermediate tuff and epiclastic tuff, interbedded with mafic to intermediate pillow 
basalts, pyroclastic flows. Northwestward the amounts of volcaniclastic sand and 
conglomerate increase (Qin et al., 1992,1994; Tao, 1993; Xia et al., 1989, 1996a; Yan et 
al., 2002; Zhao et al., 1990). Intruding the Bikou Group are a number of poorly dated, 
probable Mesozoic felsic plutons, granitic dikes and sills (unpublished Chinese 
Geological Survey Maps).
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Interpretations of the tectonic setting of the Bikou Terrane vary, but may be 
summarized as the subduction and arc hypothesis, and the rift hypothesis. Since the 
primary focus of previous study within the Bikou Terrane has been the Bikou Group, 
volcanic provenance and geochemistry have been the primary tools used to determine 
tectonic setting. Geochemical analyses of volcanic rocks in the Bikou Group have been 
interpreted to represent differing volcanic provenance, despite similar data. The presence 
of bimodal volcanic rocks, and thick sequences of mafic to ultramafic volcanic rocks 
have been interpreted as evidence of continental rift provenance (Xia et al., 1996b). 
Enrichment of incompatible elements forming the bulk of the nickel-chromium deposits 
is cited as further evidence of rift provenance (Qin et al., 1992, 1994; Xia et al., 1996a). 
However, nickel-chromium deposits are known to occur in association with subduction 
arcs as well. Qin and others (1992,1994) hypothesized that portions of the Bikou Group 
represent an Archean to Early Proterozoic basement complex, with its most recent history 
recording Proterozoic rifting.
However, the presence of tholeiitic dikes and pillow lavas are interpreted by some as 
representing island arc or oceanic island affinity (Pei, 1989; Zhao, et al., 1990; Tao,
1993). Xia and others (1989) demonstrated that alkaline lavas present in the Bikou 
Group could be produced by differentiation of tholeiitic lava sources within an island arc 
or continental arc environment. Yan and others (2002, unpublished data) noted the 
association between submarine volcanism and marine sedimentation, and concluded that 
the Bikou Group represents a fragment of a subduction-related arc built upon the north 
margin of the South China (Yangtze) craton.
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Previously published age data from the Bikou Group give such a wide range of 
Archean to Neoproterozoic dates that the geological history of the Bikou terrane has been 
difficult to interpret. However, considering the alteration of the Bikou Group volcanic 
rocks, and possible multi-phase metamorphic history, it is not surprising that earlier 
dating attempts using K-Ar and Rb-Sr techniques failed to produce consistent results. 
Published ages for the Bikou Group have generally ranged from 1 Ga to 700 Ma (Tao, 
1993; Wei, 1995; Zhao et al., 1990) with some older dates of 1.4 Ga (Xia, 1996a), to 
dates of greater than 2 Ga (Qin et al., 1992, 1994).
The recent application of zircon U-Pb microprobe dating finally resolves some of the 
debate surrounding the age of the Bikou terrane. The U-Pb zircon microprobe offers the 
most reliable geochronological technique to date, as the zircon U-Pb system remains 
closed under low-grade metamorphism common in the Bikou terrane, and is largely 
unaffected by alteration and chemical weathering. Recent zircon U-Pb microprobe dating 
of upper and lower members of the Bikou Group by Yan and others (2002, unpublished 
data) established that magmatism persisted within the Bikou arc from approximately 840 
Ma to 760 Ma, suggesting the presence of a long-lived Neoproterozoic arc. These results 
largely agree with the conventional U-Pb zircon dating performed by Zhao and others 
(1990), and refute older age estimates as well as Paleozoic age correlations. Results from 
Hengdan Group detrital zircon dating will be detailed in a later section.
Previous Work: The Hengdan Group
The Hengdan Group comprises the northwestern half of the Bikou terrane, and 
consists entirely of marine volcaniclastic strata, with minor interbedded epiclastic tuff
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and volcanic flows (Tao, 1993). Separated from the Bikou Group by the Fenxiangyuan- 
Tongqianba (FT) fault, the Hengdan Group is generally affected by only lower 
greenschist facies metamorphism (Tao, 1993). Structurally, the Hengdan Group is 
deformed by numerous minor faults and small-scale folds, and contains strong shear 
fabrics locally. However, the general structure appears to be a moderately to steeply 
southeast-dipping homocline (Fig. 6). Portions of the Hengdan Group, particularly in the 
west-central and extreme western portions of the Bikou terrane appear to have escaped 
strong shear deformation (Yan et al., 2002, unpublished data). Despite the fact that the 
Hengdan Group is structurally much simpler than the Bikou Group, it has been the focus 
of relatively few studies, most of which have studied it only from a reconnaissance level 
(Yan, pers. comm ).
The Hengdan Group consists of a variety of clastic lithologies, including lithic to 
feldspathic greywacke, pebbly sandstone, grain-supported and matrix-supported 
conglomerates, phyllitic shales and siltstones, and reworked tuff (Tao, 1993). The lower 
portion of the Hengdan consists of black to gray slate/phyllite; sandy slate; fine, thin 
grained-greywacke and minor pebbly sandstone. The upper portion of the Hengdan 
Group consists of thickly bedded, coarse volcaniclastic sandstone, pebbly sandstone, and 
pebble to cobble conglomerate. Microfossils have been examined from the pelagic 
sediments and are interpreted to be local Proterozoic fauna (Tao, 1993). Tholeiitic basalt 
dikes intruding the Hengdan Group, and lenticular sandstone channels 50 to 200 m wide 
are reported by Qiang (1999). Overall thickness estimates for the Hengdan Group vary 
greatly, with some workers citing 9 km (Qiang, 1999), 15 km (Pei, 1992), or greater than
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Figure 6. A photo of the Hengdan Group in the White Dragon River valley southeast of 
the town of Wenxie, view to the southwest with strata dipping to the southeast.
30 km thickness (Tao, 1993). However, it is unclear if the latter estimate refers to width 
of the outcrop belt or a true stratigraphie thickness.
Similar to the Bikou Group, the Hengdan Group has been interpreted to belong to 
different basin settings by various authors. Again the hypotheses may be divided into 
forearc and rift. It is notable however that there is broad agreement that the Hengdan and 
Bikou Groups are genetically related, with volcanic detritus in the Hengdan Group 
closely resembling Bikou Group volcanic lithologies. In addition, volcanic ash interbeds 
in the Hengdan Group closely resemble the thick ash sequences in the upper Bikou Group 
(Pei, 1992; Tao, 1993; Lu et al., 1996,1997; Qiang, 1999). However, few authors
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familiar with the Hengdan Group agree on the tectonic setting or the age of the Bikou 
Group.
Supporting the theory that the Bikou Group is the source for volcaniclastic sediment 
preserved in the Hengdan Group, sandstone petrography and geochemistry has been used 
to correlate sediments within the Hengdan Group to source areas within the Bikou Group 
(Pei, 1992). The same study found that sandstone geochemistry matched the alkaline 
lava and granite sequences prevalent within the Bikou Group. Pétrographie analyses 
performed by Pei (1992), based on the sandstone provenance fields of Dickinson (1985), 
also suggest that provenance of Hengdan Group sandstones evolved from undissected 
arc, toward continental arc fi’om the lower to upper Hengdan Group.
Based on these data, Pei (1992) interpreted the tectonic setting of the Hengdan Group 
as a forearc basin within a continental arc system. However, his analysis revealed that 
sandstones within the Hengdan Group are composed of up to 35% matrix, which suggests 
alteration of unstable volcanic grains to clay and may favor quartz in point counting 
results. Accurately accounting for this alteration would in effect shift the results more 
solidly into the arc-related field, but suggests that Pei’s (1992) results concerning 
discrimination between the different arc related fields (undissected vs. transitional and 
dissected) should be viewed with caution. Arc affinity is also corroborated by 
descriptions of turbidite conglomeratic clasts, composed largely of extrusive volcanic 
rocks, with minor granite, and chert (Tao, 1993). Tao (1993) described the Hengdan 
Group as an island arc affiliated forearc trench basin, and envisioned a submarine fan 
system feeding into a subduction trench along the westerly edge of the Bikou Group, with
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a largely longitudinal sediment transport direction. No paleocurrent measurements were 
recorded to support the theory of longitudinal transport however.
Favoring a continental rift setting, Lu and others (1996, 1997) interpreted the Bikou 
terrane as Silurian to Devonian in age or younger, by correlating units within the 
Hengdan Group to local Paleozoic units. Tholeiitic dikes within the lower Hengdan 
Group (Qiang, 1999) were also taken as evidence of an extensional setting, although no 
reliable age data exist for the dikes. Qiang (1999) also cited conglomerate clast 
populations within the lower Hengdan Group, consisting of granite gneiss, quartzite, as 
well as volcanic rocks, as further evidence for rift provenance. However, it is unclear if 
these lithologies refer to the Guanjiagou Formation, a unit with an uncertain relationship 
to the Hengdan Group.
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CHAPTER 3
STRATIGRAPHY OF THE HENGDAN GROUP 
Methods
During June and July of 2002, a study of the Hengdan Group, Bikou Group, and 
adjacent geologic units was conducted jointly by a small team from the University of 
Nevada Las Vegas and the Academy of Geological Sciences in Beijing. The study 
involved approximately one month of fieldwork within the Hengdan Group and 
neighboring units, and U-Pb SHRIMP analyses performed at both the Academy of 
Geological Sciences in Beijing and the Stanford/USGS SHRIMP-RG laboratory in 
Stanford California.
Sedimentological and stratigraphie observations presented here are derived from six 
traverses through the Bikou Terrane and adjacent units, and two measured sections 
compiled within the Hengdan Group (Fig. 7). The first section, located within the central 
Hengdan Group in Luotong County, consisted of approximately 25 km of section, 
equating to 15.5 km of true thickness. The second section was measured in Wenxie 
County approximately 50 km to the southwest, and consisted of approximately 3.2 km of 
true thickness. In addition to observations and measurements of stratigraphie section.
30
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Figure 7. Map of the Bikou terrane with general locations of the Luotang (right) and 
Wenxie (left) measured sections. See Figure 2 for key to geologic units.
paleocurrent data were collected, and samples were collected for petrography. Both the 
Luotong and Wenxie locations were selected for stratigraphie measurement due to the 
fact that metamorphic grade and structural complexity were the lowest observed within 
the Hengdan Group. However, observations and comparisonsbased on the other 
reconnaissance traverses are included in the discussion. Section was measured across 
numerous faults within the Luotang traverse, and their positions are noted within the 
graphic columnar sections. In general, faults within this section were interpreted to have 
only minimal to minor offset, due to the fact that different sedimentary facies were not 
juxtaposed across structural breaks. However, the possibility of repetition or omission of 
section cannot be completely discounted, so the total section thickness presented here 
must be considered approximate. Given the great thickness of continuous section 
measured within the Luotang traverse, the complete measured stratigraphie column is
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included within the appendixes (Appendix I). A series of detailed stratigraphie sections 
illustrating major facies changes are included in the text, and keyed to a reduced-size 
version of the complete Luotong stratigraphie section (Fig 8). Descriptions of the 
detailed sections are included in the text, but a legend is included in Appendix I.
Stratigraphie sections were measured using a Bushnell laser-rangefinder through near 
continuous outcrop exposed along county roads. All apparent thickness measurements 
were converted to true thickness trigonometrically using the measured strike and dip 
orientation of bedding, traverse trend and plunge data recorded from the laser- 
rangefinder. All stratigraphie thicknesses referred to in the figures and text are given in 
true thickness. Graphic columnar sections were drafted with AppleCORE (Ranger,
1995),
Metamorphic grade within the Hengdan Group is characterized by lower greenschist 
facies mineral assemblages (Pei, 1992; Tao, 1993; Wei, 1995). Although many fine-scale 
sedimentary features are no longer visible, moderate to large-scale features generally 
remain recognizable. Widespread portions of the Hengdan Group have been affected by 
shear deformation, particularly within the northern and southern portions of the terrane. 
This deformation is problematic for stratigraphie measurement, and tends to obscure 
bedding, grain size variations, and has locally caused severe flattening of conglomerate 
clasts, making accurate clast counting extremely difficult.
Fortunately, the central-west portion of the Hengdan Group has not been as affected 
by shear deformation and metamorphism, particularly in the vicinity of Luotang County. 
However, metamorphic grade was found to increase noticeably southeastward, 
particularly in the vicinity of the FT fault separating the Bikou Group from the Hengdan
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Group. Nowhere is the basement for the Hengdan Group exposed, and the lowest 
stratigraphie levels of the Hengdan Group are in fault contact with the carbonate 
dominated, Devonian Sanhekou Group, or the probable Triassic-aged Guanjiagou 
Formation (Yan et al., 2003) along the northwestern edge of the Bikou terrane. Refer to 
Luotang vicinity map (Fig. 9) for traverse location.
Stratigraphy of the Hengdan Group: Luotang Section 
Within the vicinity of Luotang, the lowest stratigraphie exposures of the Hengdan 
Group are in fault contact with the Sanhekou Group. Here the fault separating the Bikou 
terrane from the Paleozoic units to the northwest is a near-vertical, northwest dipping 
zone of sheared black marble up to 4 m thick. In this area, the basal Hengdan Group is 
dominated by thinly laminated to thinly bedded, black to bluish black pelitic phyllites, 
dipping moderately to steeply northwest. With the exception of a thin bed of pyriferous, 
fine grained, volcaniclastic sandstone, near the base of the section, sandstone is nearly 
absent in the lower 1 km of the basin. Within the first 200 m, the dip direction rotates to 
the SE, and a moderate to steep S dip remains consistent through the remainder of the 
measured section.
Through much of the lowest interval of the Hengdan Group, thinly bedded black 
phyllites and silty phyllites form a monotonous, highly repetitious interval as illustrated 
in detailed section 1 (Fig. 10). Small pyrite cubes are common within the phyllites, and 
localized zones containing small amounts of graphite. At a point approximately 300 m 
above the base of the measured section, a 10 m thick felsic sill intrudes the section, and is 
composed of relatively finely crystalline, muscovite, K-spar leucogranite. Within the thin
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section traverse, which ends north of the town of Masangba and the FT fault separating 
the Hengdan Group from the Bikou Group.
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contact zone, the meta-pelites contain highly abundant small pyrite cubes. This sill forms 
the only major intrusion within the measured Luotang section.
Up-section from the sill, a few thin, fine grained buff colored phyllite layers were 
encountered, which may have been originally a very fine-grained tuff. A few of the 
phyllitic beds within the vicinity of the sill appeared to be slightly convoluted, possibly 
related to the intrusion, or possibly due to syn-sedimentary deformation. Approximately 
500 m above the base of the section, a steeply north dipping fault was encountered in the 
vicinity of Lianghekou Valley. This fault was considered to be relatively minor, as 
highly repetitious, finely laminated black phyllites continued across the fault. A few 
minor faults are exposed south of the main Lianghekou Valley fault, with some localized 
disrupted bedding. Separation of beds across the faults appeared to measure only a few 
meters. Near the 900 m interval, color changes sharply from bluish-black to a dark 
grayish-green, although the beds remain thin with clay to silt sized sediment.
The depositional environment of these dark-colored, highly repetitious meta-pelites is 
interpreted to be hemipelagic. Thin laminations and consistent clay to silt-sized sediment 
is indicative of sedimentation within a very low energy setting. The abundance of 
graphitic or carbon film, associated with possible diagenetic pyrite indicate the 
preservation of organic matter, which together with the dark coloration suggest an anoxic 
environment. Hemipelagic deposition is generally characterized by thin beds of mud to 
silt-sized sediment generally lacking in sedimentary structures. Hemipelagic deposits 
generally occur on deep marine slopes, basin-plains and are commonly interbedded with 
turbidite deposits (Stow and Tabrez, 1998). Intervals of alternating fine-grained sand and
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mud-sized sediment may represent distal turbidite fan sedimentation prograding into the 
basin-plain environment. The facies is best illustrated by detailed section #2 (Fig 11). 
Near the 950 m interval, an increase in thin silty to fine grained sandy layers were 
observed. The fine siltstone beds are thin and planar, and alternate with shale layers. 
Near 1.1 km, thin planar beds and lenses of fine-grained sandstone up to 8 cm thick 
become common. The sandstone layers tend to alternate with silty and shaly layers, 
although the sandstone to shale ratio remains low (approximately 20-30% of the deposit). 
Non-rhythmic alternating sandstone beds within this section tend to form stringers or 
wide, thin lenses. Scattered pyrite cubes remain common and graphite becomes 
increasingly uncommon.
Near the 1.5 km interval, alternating layers of siltstone, shale and fine-grained 
sandstone becomes increasingly common. Within this portion of the section, the 
proportion of sandstone to rises to approximately 40%. Farther upsection, the sandstone 
proportion rises to a peak of approximately 60% between the interval of 1.75 and 1.85 
km. Here, the first coarse-grained sandstone beds appear as small lenses interbedded 
with thin alternating beds of fine to medium grained meta-sandstone, siltstone and shale. 
The composition of sandstone within this section is both texturally and compositionally 
immature with abundant diagenetic matrix, and is classified as lithic greywacke (Fig. 12). 
The poor sorting, angularity and compositional immaturity are indicators of relatively 
short transport of framework grains.
Above the lenticular, coarse-grained beds, thin, planar alternating beds of fine to 
medium-grained sandstone and mudrocks continue to approximately the 2.1 km interval, 
with an approximate 50% sandstone proportion. Immediately above this section of
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Figure 11. Detailed Section 2, illustrating hemipelagic facies within the lower Hengdan 
Group, with some interbedding of very dilute turbidity currents possible.
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coarser sediment, thinly bedded alternating layers of phyllitic shale, siltstone and fine 
sandstone dominate for nearly 400 m, with an approximate sand/shale ratio of 20%. 
Pelitic phyllites in this section again appear-bluish black, with small pyrite cubes. Some 
relatively thin zones of pelitic phyllites in this interval are also slightly calcareous, a 
property noted only in this localized zone. The abrupt transition from an increasingly 
sandstone-dominated system back to a mud-dominated system marks the end of a minor 
coarsening upward cycle.
The alternating, rhythmic beds of fine to medium grained sandstone, siltstone and 
shale indicate deposition by dilute, low-density turbidity currents (Bouma, 2000). Given 
the generally fine grain size and thin beds, deposition is likely to have occurred on the
Figure 12. A photomicrograph of sandstone sample 02LTI1, displaying poor sorting, 
angularity, and abundance of feldspar and lithic volcanic grains. The cementing agent is 
diagenetic clay matrix, indicating that this sample is a lithic greywacke. Arrow is 0.25 
mm in length.
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distal portions of a submarine fan. Regular thin interbeds of fine to medium-grained 
sandstone interbedded with shale closely associated with thick hemipelagic shale 
intervals is commonly indicative of deposition within the fan-fringe or extreme distal 
submarine fan (Nilsen, 1984). The up-section shift from pelagic deposition to distal 
turbidite fan deposition is indicative of progradation of submarine fan deposits over 
basin-plain facies. Shifts from sandstone-dominated sedimentation back to mud- 
dominated sedimentation indicate possible oscillation of the fan depocenter, and the 
abandonment and reactivation of sediment lobes at the fringes of the outer fan.
At 2.25 km above the base of the section, another relatively thin interval of medium 
to coarse-grained sandstone abruptly appears. This interval is noteworthy however, for it 
is easily distinguished from sandstone-dominated intervals lower in the section by the 
relatively large-scale channel structures it exhibits (Fig. 13). The channels appear as 
lens-shaped beds of medium-to coarse-grained sandstone that truncate underlying thinly 
bedded phyllitic siltstone, shale, and fine-grained sandstone. The largest of the beds 
measures up to 2 m thick, with a distinctively eroded base. Above the channel structures, 
thin to moderately thick planar beds of fine-to medium-grained sandstone interbedded 
with pelites dominate. Sandstone comprises about 50% of this interval, but give way 
again to a thick silt and mud dominated sequence beginning 2.7 km above the base of the 
section. This shift marks the end of a second minor coarsening upward cycle, and is 
illustrated in detailed section #3 (Fig. 14). Moderate to large-scale channels of coarse­
grained sandstone are generally indicative of a middle fan facies, however, the fairly 
localized occurrence observed at this location indicates that the deposit was part of an
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Figure 13. Medium-to coarse-grained sandstone lens truncating underlying sequence of 
thinly bedded siltstone.
important tributary system that supplied sediment to the outer portions of a submarine 
fan. The deposit may also represent a minor supra-fan lobe formed by relatively coarse­
grained sediment that was able to bypass the middle fan and deposit on the outo* fan.
Between the interval of 2.7 km and 3 km, thin alternating beds of dark colored, 
phyllitic shale and siltstone dominate. Thin beds of fine to medium sandstone and small 
lenticular sandstone bodies up to 15 cm thick are interspersed throughout the section.
The sedimentary facies of this interval alternates between distal submarine fan, and basin 
plain. Near 3 km however, lenticular bodies of medium-grained sandstone up to 1.5
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meters thick begin to appear, followed by a layer of massive, medium-grained sandstone 
4 meters thick. Between 3 and 3.4 km, thinly bedded, fine to medium-grained sandstone 
alternates with beds of phyllitic shale and sandstone. Large lenticular bodies of medium- 
grained sandstone up to 2 meters thick are interspersed throughout. The interval is 
capped at 3.4 km by approximately 50 meters of thick, planar-bedded sandstone layers up 
to several meters thick. The beds appear massive and range from medium-grained to 
very coarse-grained (granular), and mark the end of a third coarsening upward cycle.
Following the interval of thickly bedded sandstone, thinly bedded, silt to fine-grained 
sandstone dominated rhythmites of distal submarine fan facies are the dominant 
lithology. With the exception of a few moderate sized sandstone lenses, and a few 
scattered beds of planar, medium-grained sandstone, only thin alternating beds were 
observed until the township of Luotang, near the 3.7 km interval. Here, shops and 
residences of the community made measurement through this interval impractical, 
however scattered outcrops of thinly bedded, silty rhythmites were observed. The total 
interval covered by the township was approximately 0.75 km of section.
South of Luotang, thinly bedded phyllitic siltstone/fine-grained sandstone rhythmites 
continue. Near the interval of 4.5 km, lenticular beds of medium to coarse-grained 
sandstone up to 1.5 m thick appear. For the next 100 m, these moderate-sized lenses are 
stacked between intervals of thinly bedded, silt to fine-sandstone dominated rhythmites.
A number of the lenses display tangential crossbed sets that indicate northward paleoflow 
(Fig 15). Stacked lenses give way to massive, planar, thick-bedded, coarse-grained 
sandstone and pebbly sandstone. Pebbles appear to consist of gravel-sized, dark colored 
volcanic clasts, with minor vein quartz. Within many of the thicker beds, which range up
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to 3 m thick in this section, small black phyllitic rip-clasts are visible. Massive, thick, 
coarse-grained beds alternate with moderately bedded, medium-grained sandstone 
commonly displaying planar to tangential crossbeds with northward paleoflow. Small 
pyrite cubes are common throughout the section.
Crossbedded sandstones occur throughout the middle to upper Hengdan Group, 
coinciding with the increasing abundance of sand in the depositional system. Crossbed 
forms range from small-scale tangential and planar sets, to large-scale channel 
accretionary forms. Wherever recognized, measurements of crossbeds were obtained in 
order to reconstruct paleo-current directions. Throughout the Hengdan Group, 
paleocurrent indicators record a northward-radiating paleocurrent direction, indicating 
transport from the direction of the Bikou Group to the Hengdan basin. Transport 
directions alternate between north, northeast and northwest, indicating a possible radial 
dispersion pattern within a submarine fan complex (Fig 16). Thin alternating beds of
Figure 15. Small-scale tangential crossbeds at the base of a sandstone bed.
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phyllitic shale, siltstone and fine to medium-grained sandstone reappear near the interval 
of 5.5 km, marking the end of a fourth coarsening upward cycle. Sandstones within this 
interval display poor sorting, angularity, and compositional immaturity, similar to lithic 
graywackes encountered lower in the Luotang section (Fig. 17). Phyllitic shale and 
siltstone beds average a few cm thick, with sandstone beds averaging 6 cm thick, but 
ranging up to 12 cm thick. Thin-bedded rhythmites continue to the 5.9 km interval, 
where a fault, inferred by gouge-like material in a poorly exposed ravine, cuts the section. 
Above the fault, thin-bedded rhythmites continue to the 6.1 km interval.
The approximately 1 km thick interval from 4.5 to 5.5 km comprises coarse, thick- 
bedded sandstone characteristic of a prograding mid-fan depositional system. Mid-fan 
environments are typically characterized by medium to large-sized sandstone channels 
that fine upward into thinly bedded siltstones and shales, and grade laterally into thin, 
fine beds of channel levee and overbank facies (Nilsen, 1984). Thinning and fining 
upward of individual sandstone channels has also been interpreted to represent gradual 
channel abandonment (Mutti and Normark, 1990). The abrupt shift from a silt- 
dominated, outer fan system, to a sand-dominated system and back is indicative of the 
autocyclic switching of an active sediment lobe within a submarine fan. Coarse channel 
sand is rapidly prograded out over dilute, low-density turbidite deposits until coarse 
sediment bypasses the active lobe. Following lobe shift, the old lobe is abandoned and 
overlapped by distal fan and overbank deposits, or hemipelagic drape. Detailed section 
#4 illustrates coarse-grained stratigraphy within this cycle (Fig. 18).
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N= 58 Circles 16 %
Figure 16. Rose diagram illustrating paleocurrent directions for 58 crossbed sets 
measured throughout the middle to upper Hengdan Group.
Near the 6.1 km interval, the system switches again to a coarsening upward, medium- 
grained sand-dominated cycle. Within this section, large channels are largely absent, with 
the exception of a number of coarse-grained, massive sandstone lenses near the base of 
the cycle. Thin tabular sandstone beds dominate for the next several hundred meters, 
with average bed thickness of 10 cm, and maximum bed thickness of about 1 m. The 
grain size ranges from coarse to fine, although medium to fine grain beds are most 
common. The sandstone beds appear to fine upwards from coarse or medium to fine sand 
size, and are ofren capped by thin siltstone/shale beds. Planar to tangential crossbeds are 
common within the coarser sandstone beds, with paleoflow direction consistently to the
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Figure 17. Sandstone photomicrograph of sample 02LT17, a coarse-grained, poorly 
sorted lithic greywacke. The large grain at lower right is lithic volcanic. The arrow at 
center is 0.25 mm long.
north. Pyrite cubes up to 1 cm in diameter are also fairly common throughout. The thin 
alternating beds of sandstone to phyllitic shale within this interval are suggestive of inter­
channel, overbank facies deposits. The scattered, thick beds of crossbedded sandstone 
that appear within the overbank facies sediments are interpreted to have formed as 
crevasse-splay deposits. Crevasse-splay deposits form when the channel-levee system is 
breached, causing coarser sheet sands to deposit in the inter-channel areas (Nilsen, 1984). 
Overbank and crevasse-splay sand sheets within the inter-channel area commonly form 
very laterally extensive beds (Mutti and Normark, 1990).
The top of the fifth coarsening upward cycle is between the interval of 6.8 and 6.9 
km. Here, thick, massive, planar beds of medium to coarse-grained sandstone are 
common, with a number of coarse-grained lenticular beds displaying tangential
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Figure 18. Detailed Section 4, illustrating coarse-grained sandstone channels within a 
coarsening upward cycle.
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crossbeds. The thicker beds are approximately 1 m thick on average, and display minor 
fining upward cycles with overlying planar beds of fine to medium sandstone that are on 
average 10 cm thick, and capped by shale/siltstone beds averaging 3 to 4 cm thick. The 
system remains sandstone dominated up to the 7.2 km interval, but relatively thin planar 
beds of fine to medium-grained sandstone, 10 to 12 cm thick dominate the remainder of 
the section.
The 7.2 km interval marks the return of dark bluish-black phyllitic shale and siltstone 
deposition, although silt-sized sediment is most common. Unlike the lowest 
measured intervals of the Luotong section, where deposition appeared to have occurred in 
a hemipelagic setting, the fine grained deposits here display a faint grading of silt to clay 
sized material, or from fine sand to clay, indicating deposition by dilute turbidity currents 
or overbank currents on a submarine fan. Individual beds average 4 to 5 cm thick, are 
tabular in appearance, and contain abundant pyrite cubes. A few medium to coarse­
grained beds up to 20 cm thick locally appear throughout this section. Detailed section 
#5 illustrates stratigraphy within this facies (Fig. 19). A minor fault of probable small 
offset occurs at the 7.5 km interval. Thin interbeds of fine sandstone, siltstone and shale 
continue in a highly repetitive succession for over 1 km, to about the 8.3 km interval.
Near 8.3 km, the appearance of a series of large lenticular sandstone beds within the 
relatively thin, fine-grained beds heralds the shift to coarser sedimentation in what begins 
to be a familiar pattern. Here medium-grained sandstone beds up to 30 cm thick begin to 
alternate with the finer, thin-bedded material, followed by a series of stacked sandstone 
channels up to 1.5 m thick (Fig. 20). Channel fill consists of very coarse to medium 
sandstone, with dark lithic volcanic grains visible. Sandstones within this interval
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continue to display poor sorting, angularity, and immature compositions (Fig. 20). 
Capping the channel structures are a series of thin, anastamosing beds of medium to fine­
grained sandstone, interspersed with much smaller sandstone lenses. The section 
continues to be medium-grained sandstone dominated for a considerable distance 
upsection, although beds become thin and mark the end of the sixth coarsening upward 
cycle. Thinly bedded medium-grained sandstone alternates with 10 to 30 cm thick beds 
of fining-up coarse-to medium-grained sandstone, capped by 3-8 cm thick beds of fine­
grained sandstone and siltstone. Several intervals interspersed throughout the section 
measure a few tens of meters thick and are dominated by thin beds of flaggy, siltstone 
and fine-grained sandstone. A few coarse-grained beds, up to 1 m thick, and containing 
phyllitic rip-up clasts also appear.
Approximately 9.7 km above the base of the measured section, a series of thick 
tabular beds of coarse to very coarse-grained sandstone appear. Along the banks of the 
Luotang River are a series of large float blocks of gravel to cobble conglomerate and 
pebbly sandstone, with cobble composition dominated by dark andesite/basalt and lighter 
colored tuffs. The blocks appeared to be locally derived and probably were carried down 
the steep valley flanks by recent landslide activity, although an outcrop could not be 
located. This section appears to mark the end of the seventh coarsening upward cycle.
Deposition from 9.7 km upward to approximately 10.4 km is marked once again by 
thin, flaggy beds of fine-grained sandstone to siltstone and shale, averaging only a few 
cm thick. A few beds of medium-grained sandstone that are 10 to 20 cm thick are 
interspersed within thin alternating beds of sandstone and shale, along with a few 
sandstone lenses well under 1 m thick. From 10.4 to 10.5 km minor beds of coarser-
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Figure 20. Margin of a large sandstone channel within a stacked channel sequence.
grained sandstone appear, but no large channel features or massive beds appear. The 
beds here range from 10 to 30 cm thick, and alternate from coarse or medium-grained 
sandstone to fine-grained sandstone, siltstone and shale. A few minor channel structures 
occur here, but are generally only 20 to 30 cm thick. Above this minor interval of coarser 
material, thin alternating beds of blackish, fine-grained sandstone and siltstone 
return, and form a highly repetitious, monotonous section up to the 10.8 km interval.
This transition is illustrated in detailed section #6 (Fig 22). The fine-grained strata have
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Figure 21. Photomicrograph of sample 02LT19, a coarse-grained lithic graywacke. Dark 
lithic volcanic grains predominate, although the sample contains a number of relatively 
large, angular quartz grains. Arrow is 0.25 mm long.
been interpreted to represent overbank facies, with coarser beds possibly marking 
crevasse-splay deposits, or small-scale channels.
Near 10.8 km, deposition begins to gradually coarsen, and thicker beds begin to 
appear. Beds of medium to coarse-grained sandstone up to 30 cm thick become more 
common, and normally graded beds are recognizable, alternating from medium-to fine­
grained sandstone to siltstone. Metamorphism also appears to gradually increase with a 
marked greenish cast to sandstone beds. A fine-grained reworked tuff bed 4 to 5 cm 
thick is exposed near 10.9 km.
A sudden shift to coarse-grained sandstone deposition occurs near 11 km. Thick, 
planar, coarse to very coarse-grained sandstone beds become common. Many of these 
beds contain shaly rip-up clasts and exhibit normal grading. A number of beds contain 
pebbly sandstone; the pebbles consist of dark volcanic clasts. Sandstones within this
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Figure 22. Detailed Section 6, illustrating the interbedding of overbank, cravasse-splay 
and mid-fan channel facies deposits within the middle Hengdan Group.
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Figure 23. Photomicrograph of sample #02LT22, displaying poor sorting and diagenetic 
matrix, but with an increase in quartz grains relative to felspar or lithic fragments. Arrow 
is 0.25 mm long.
interval continue to display poor sorting, angularity, and diagenetic matrix, although a 
slight increase in quartz grains is recognizable (Fig. 23). This part of the section has 
undergone sufficient deformation to cause minor flattening of the pebbles. The beds 
range up to 1 meter thick, and contain small pyrite cubes. Up-section, coarse sandstone 
beds begin to display lenticular form, range up to 1.5 m thick, and are commonly overlain 
by a series of smaller sandstone lenses and thin planar beds of medium to fine-grained 
sandstone andsiltstone. Rip-up clasts indicating erosive, high-density turbidity currents 
continue to be common within the thicker beds. This sequence continues up to 11.5 km, 
and is represented by detailed section #7 (Fig 24).
The interval from 11.5 to 11.7 km marks a minor return of thinly bedded sediments, 
capping the eighth coarsening upward cycle, although the system remains sand- 
dominated for the remainder of the measured section. Within this thinly bedded interval.
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medium to fine-grained sandstone with an average bed thickness of 10 cm alternates with 
minor siltstone beds. Another epiclastic tuff layer approximately 10 cm thick appears 
near the base of the interval. At 11.7 km, beds of medium to coarse-grained sandstone up 
to 70 cm thick appear, overlain by increasingly thicker and coarser beds.
Above 11.7 km are numerous coarse to pebbly sandstone beds ranging from 1 to 1.5 
m thick. The beds appear normally graded, have erosive bases with rip-up clasts, and are 
capped by intervals of thinly bedded medium to fine-grained sandstone. Thin tuffaceous 
intervals, commonly interbedded with finer-grained material capping thick, coarse beds, 
become increasingly common. Pebbly sandstone to cobble conglomerate intervals appear 
at the base of thickest beds, with dark colored volcanic clasts most prevalent. Clasts 
consistently show metamorphic flattening sub-parallel to relict bedding. Between 11.8 
and 11.9 km, a number of recent landslide deposits and vegetation-covered slopes 
obscure much of the underlying geology, although some moderately thick beds of fine to 
medium-grained sandstone, and small sandstone lenses were still observed.
At 11.9 km, a thin interval of thinly bedded fine-to medium-grained sandstone gives way 
to massive channel structures. Here, lenticular beds over 2 meters thick are composed 
primarily of very coarse sandstone. The channel structures are normally graded, and are 
commonly composed of gravel conglomerate, pebbly sandstone, or granular sandstone 
near their bases. They truncate thinner beds of alternating medium to fine-grained 
sandstone, and range from 15 to 40 cm thick.
At 12 km above the base of the section, a number of thick, coarse-grained sandstone 
channel structures containing large-scale bar-form crossbedding occur (Fig. 24). Such 
large-scale crossbedding within a submarine fan environment occurs along the outside
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Figure 24. Detailed Section 7, illustrating coarse-grained, amalgamated sandstone beds 
marking a coarsening-upward shift.
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bends of large distributary channels, and form by aggradation when channels migrate 
laterally (Peakall et al., 2000). Sediment aggradation along the channel wall is caused by 
overspill of turbidity currents unable to negotiate bends in the distributary channel. 
Coarser sands are deposited along the channel margin, while finer sediment crests the 
channel to form overbank deposits.
An amalgamated epiclastic tuff bed up to 1 meter thick with sandy horizons caps the 
interval, and represents abandonment of the channel. Thinly bedded sandstones of 
overbank facies dominate the section thereafter for several hundred meters, marking the 
end of the ninth coarsening upward cycle. The beds consist of medium-to fine-grained 
sandstone and phyllitic siltstone, with a number of thin ashy beds. Upward through the 
section beds thicken and coarsen slightly, with a reappearance of thick, coarse-grained 
sandstone beds near 12.4 km. Here thick, normally-graded beds grade from pebbly 
sandstone at their bases, to fine-grained sandstone, and are occasionally capped by thin 
phyllitic siltstone or ashy beds. Epiclastic tuff beds appear with increasing regularity, 
most often interbedded with finer grained material, but occasionally overlie coarse to 
pebbly sandstone. Many coarser beds are slightly lenticular in form, and occasionally 
may be seen truncating underlying sandstone/siltstone beds. The depositional 
environment of this thickly bedded, coarse-grained sandstone sequence is characteristic 
of deposition within an inner fan environment, and is illustrated in detailed section #8 
(Fig 26). Inner fan deposits typically consist of thickly bedded, coarse- grained 
amalgamated sandstones that commonly display erosive bases with rip-up clasts, 
lenticularity, and commonly are interbedded with little or no politic sediment (Nilsen, 
1984).
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F i ^ e  25. A photo of large-scale channel margin crossbedding, a standard clipboard at 
center bottom for scale.
A shift to thinner, planar sandstone beds occurs at 12.5 km, marking the end of the 
tenth coarsening upward cycle. Thin planar beds dominate the stratigraphy upsection for 
more than 1 km. Within this section, beds alternate from coarse to medium-grained 
sandstone beds 6 to 10 cm thick, to fine-grained sandstone, with minor siltstone and tuff 
beds 3 to 6 cm thick. Normal grading is common throughout this section, and a number 
of the coarser, thicker beds have small rip-up clasts. Beds become thicker and 
increasingly coarse up-section, with a few beds of pebble conglomerate nearly 1 m thick 
displaying erosive bases and rip-up clasts. An epiclastic tuff bed near the top of this 
section is approximately 80 cm thick.
Extremely thick channel sandstones return near 13.65 km, with several beds 
exceeding 3 meters in thickness. Sand within these beds is generally very coarse, ranging
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Figure 26. Detailed Section 8, illustrating thick, amalgamated, coarse-grained sandstone 
beds typical of inner-fan &cies.
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from pebbly sandstone or granular sandstone, and fining upwards through a series of 
amalgamated beds. These broad channel sands are in turn capped by thin beds of 
medium to fine-grained sandstone, and a number of epiclastic ash beds 40 cm to 1 m 
thick. A series of alternating, normally graded, coarse to fine-grained sandstone beds up 
to 1 m thick continue up-section for several hundred meters. Tuff beds up to 1 m thick 
become increasingly common. Tuff sample 02LT37 was collected for geochronology 
within this interval. Results of the geochronological analyses are presented in Chapter 4. 
An interval of thinly bedded sandstone from 13.7 to 13.85 km above the base of the 
section marks the end of the eleventh coarsening upward cycle.
Another interval of extremely thick-bedded sandstone occurs 14.2 km above the base 
of the section, with individual amalgamated beds exceeding 3 m in thickness. Beds show 
normal grading near their bases, generally from pebbly sandstone or matrix-supported 
gravel to cobble conglomerate near their bases, and fine upward to massive coarse­
grained sandstone. Pebbles appear consistently flattened by metamorphism, and are 
predominantly composed of dark-colored volcanic rock. Thick sand intervals are 
commonly capped by thin alternating sandstones of predominantly medium-grain size, 
with occasional tuffaceous beds. From 14.3 km to 14.7 km, alternating beds of thick, 
coarse-grained sandstone, and thinner beds of medium to fine grained sandstone are most 
common, with a few beds of fining-upward pebbly sandstone. Small pyrite cubes 
continue to be common throughout the section.
Beginning at 14.7 km, thick bedded, very coarse to pebbly sandstones dominate.
Beds range from 80 cm to over a meter thick, display normal grading, and commonly 
contain pebble to cobble matrix-supported conglomerate near their bases. Metamorphic
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grade continues to increase, with conglomeratic clasts showing significant flattening. 
Grayish-green phyllitic ash and dark volcanic clasts are most common. The rock is a 
medium-dark green color, and metamorphism begins to obscure grain-size changes. 
Epiclastic tuff beds begin to appear every few meters, ranging from a few cm thick, to 
several meters thick. An extremely thick tuffaceous sequence measuring 22 m thick 
occurs near 15 km. Sample 02LT41 for geochronology was collected near the base of 
this unit. Relatively thickly bedded, very coarse to pebbly sandstone continues to 15.5 
km.
The remaining few hundred meters of measured section consists of thinner beds of 
alternating coarse to fine-grained sandstone with minor phyllitic siltstone and epiclastic 
tuff, marking the end of the twelfth coarsening upward cycle. This shift is illustrated in 
detailed section #9 (Fig. 27). A decision to stop measuring was made near 15.65 km due 
to the increasing shear deformation and metamorphic grade. The increase in deformation 
and metamorphic grade appears to be related to the increasing proximity to the FT fault, 
which separates the Hengdan Group from the upper Bikou Group. The remaining section 
was walked to the fault contact, which is not locally exposed, and a brief examination of 
the upper Bikou (Yangba Fm) was made.
The remainder of the Hengdan Group that was not measured consists of alternating 
thick beds of coarse to pebbly sandstone and conglomerate, with intervals of thinly 
bedded medium-to fine-grained sandstone. Tuffaceous beds are common, and thin felsic 
dikes and sills approximately 30 cm thick intrude the section. U-Pb SHRIMP zircon 
dating of one of these dikes by colleagues at the Chinese Academy of Geological 
Sciences indicates a Triassic age of approximately 209 + 3 Ma (unpublished data). Near
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the boundary with the Bikou Group, a muscovite sheen becomes apparent along many of 
the foliation planes, and pebble clasts are profoundly flattened by deformation (Fig. 28).
The upper Bikou Group at this locality appears very similar to the upper Hengdan 
Group, and is dominated by coarse-grained turbidite deposits, interbedded with thick 
sequences of epiclastic ash. A number of thick greenstone beds appear within the 
sequence, but it is difficult to determine if the mafic or intermediate volcanic rocks were 
intruded as sills, or formed as lava or pyroclastic flows interbedded with the 
volcaniclastic turbidites. The depositional environment within this section of the Bikou 
Group is also similar to the Hengdan Group, and is dominated by marine sediments 
deposited within a submarine fan environment. The fairly coarse-grained sediments, and 
increased volcanic input suggest a proximal, inner fan setting. There is no evidence of 
either shallow marine or terrestrial deposition.
Several days of observations were also made within the central Bikou Group near the 
town of Bikou. Here the Bikou Group consists of voluminous amounts of tuff and 
possibly pyroclastic material metamorphosed to schist grade. Bedded intervals of tuff 
that are several hundred meters thick are common, as are numerous smaller-scale mafic 
to intermediate lava flows metamorphosed to greenstone. Locally, many of the 
greenstone units bear thin veinlets of pyrite, chalcopyrite and minor bomite, and an active 
copper mining operation was observed west of Bikou. However, thin intervals of bedded 
volcaniclastic sandstone and conglomerate persist, and many of the tuffaceous beds have 
sandy intervals that suggest re-working in a marine environment or possible fluvial- 
alluvial environment. Given the metamorphic grade and voluminous fine-grained
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Figure 27. Detailed Section 9, illustrating the end of a coarsening upward cycle.
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Figure 27. A photo of a stretched-pebble conglomerate within the upper Hengdan Group 
adjacent to the FT fault.
tuffaceous material, the distinction between marine, marginal marine or fluvial-alluvial 
deposition is difficult to determine.
A number of small intrusive bodies were also observed in this portion of the Bikou 
Group. They range from small stocks, dikes and sills of diorite and granodiorite, to more 
mafic gabbros and serpentinites. These intrusive bodies appear to have been affected by 
the same greenschist metamorphism as the tuffaceous to pyroclastic host rock. Bedding 
and foliation generally continue to dip to the southeast, with numerous faulted intervals 
recognizable by intense shearing and gouge.
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Stratigraphy of the Hengdan Group: Wenxie Section 
Similar to the Luotong section, the Hengdan Group within Wenxie County forms a 
moderate to steeply southeast dipping homocline, and is in fault contact with Paleozoic 
and younger rocks to the northwest. These strata consist of the carbonate dominated 
Devonian Sanhekou Group, as well as the Triassic (?) Guanjiagou Formation. The 
Guanjiagou Formation appears on the Chinese Geological Survey maps (unpublished 
data) as Sinian (Late Proterozoic) strata. Colleagues from the Chinese Academy of 
Geological Sciences performed '‘̂ Ar^^Ar dating of volcanic clasts within debris flow and 
turbidite deposits of the Guanjiagou Formation following this study, in order to evaluate 
its relationship with the Hengdan Group. The dating indicates a Triassic or younger age 
for the Guanjiagou Formation (Yan et al., 2003), correlating possibly to the Triassic 
Songpan-Ganze remnant ocean basin of Zhou and Graham (1996). However, given the 
lower greenschist grade of metamorphism (Tao, 1993; Wei, 1995), it is not certain that 
the ages were not reset. Deposits of the Songpan-Ganze remnant ocean are common to 
the southwest of the study area. Remnants of local Jurassic and younger sedimentary 
cover are generally composed of terrestrial sandstones and conglomerates (Yan, pers. 
comm ). Geologic relationships and the location of both measured and observed sections 
are detailed on the Wenxie location map (Fig. 29).
Metamorphic grade within the Hengdan Group in the vicinity of Wenxie is of slightly 
higher grade than in the vicinity of Luotang, but shows a similar gradual increase of 
grade to the southeast. Stratigraphically, the Wenxie section shows many similarities to 
the Luotong section, with some relatively minor differences in the style of sedimentation. 
The Wenxie section was measured within Qujiagou valley, eastward toward the
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Figure 28. Location map of the Wenxie vicinity. Dashed lines indicate observed section, 
the measured section is marked by a solid red line.
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Bailunghe (White Dragon River). The complete measured section appears within the 
appendixes (Appendix II). The Qujiagou valley forms a narrow, steep walled canyon in 
its upper reaches near the contact between the Hengdan Group and the Sanhekou Group, 
which broadens to the east. The boundary fault is identifiable as a highly sheared and 
weathered zone of micaceous meta-pelites approximately 100 m wide, with shear fabric 
dipping very steeply southeast.
The strata appearing as basal Hengdan on the Chinese Geological Survey maps 
(unpublished data) within Qujiagou valley are largely composed of black, thinly bedded 
phyllite grade meta-pelites with a number of thickly bedded, matrix-supported debris 
flows. The lowest 120 m of section consists of matrix-supported pebbly conglomerate 
beds, ranging fi-om 1 to 1.5 m thick, interbedded with thinner, tabular beds of phyllitic 
shale, coarse sandstone, and clast supported pebbly conglomerate. A number of the beds 
appear sheared within close proximity to the bounding fault. The matrix-supported 
conglomerates are mostly composed of mud-sized sediment, with a mixed pebble-clast 
population composed of granite, gneiss, quartz, chert, quartzite, and dark colored mafic to 
felsic volcanic aphenites and porphyrys.
Within the interval of 120 to 480 meters, moderately thick beds of coarse sandstone, 
pebbly matrix to clast-supported conglomerate ranging fi-om 10 to 30 cm thick are 
interbedded with thinly bedded, black, carbon-rich phyllitic shales. Some of the coarse 
sandstone and clast-supported conglomerate beds show signs of normal grading. Above 
a vegetation-covered interval from 480 to 650 meters containing a few scattered outcrops 
of thinly bedded black phyllites and fine-grained sandstone, no beds containing anything
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coarser that medium-grained sand are encountered for the remainder of the measured 
section.
There is marked similarity between debris flow deposits and conglomerate clast 
populations of these units mapped as basal Hengdan in Qujiagou valley, and the 
Guanjiagou Formation within Guanjiagou valley located a few km to the southwest along 
strike. It is therefore interpreted that the coarse-grained debris flows of Qujiagou valley 
are part of the Guanjiagou Formation, and that an inferred fault cuts through the 
vegetation covered interval separating the debris flows from highly repetitious phyllites 
within the basal Hengdan Group.
From 650 to 725 meters, thin interbeds of pyrite-rich phyllites and fine sandstone 
form a highly repetitious interval reminiscent of the basal section in Luotong County. 
Minor deformation within these beds is possibly soft-sediment folding, but could also be 
attributed to compaction or tectonism. The interval of 725 m to 1.5 km consists of 
repetitious alternating thin, planar beds of fine to medium-grained sandstone, siltstone, 
and black phyllitic shale. Beds average a few cm thick, with some of the medium- 
grained sandstone beds ranging up to 20 cm thick. Small pyrite cubes up to a few mm in 
diameter continue to be common throughout the section.
From approximately 1.5 km above the base of the section, sediment grain size 
decreases, and thin interbeds of alternating black, carbon-rich phyllitic shale and siltstone 
become the dominant lithology. This interval is extremely repetitious, and is indicative 
of hemipelagic to very distal turbidite deposition along a fan fnnge. The thinly bedded, 
carbon-rich pelites are also identical to the basal member of the Luotong section. This 
repetition continues for nearly a km of section, until the color of the sediment grades to
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greenish near the 2.4 km interval. However, increasing small-scale deformation, quartz 
veins and increasingly greenish coloration (possibly a sign of increasing metamorphic 
grade) and are all that distinguish the remaining upper section from the lower.
Near the 3.2 km interval, a number of highly contorted beds and a zone of intense 
shearing and deformation nearly 500 m wide indicates the presence of a major fault.
Shear fabrics within this zone generally dip steeply to the southeast. To the southeast 
across this zone, metamorphic grade appears to increase slightly, and as a result section 
was not measured beyond this structure. Although measurement ceased across the fault, 
observations of stratigraphie and sedimentological changes continued eastward along the 
White Dragon River to the boundary of the Bikou Group. Descriptions of thickness 
given for the remaining section are relative rather than true thickness.
Moving southeastward and upward through the section, the lithology differs little 
across the fault. For approximately 1 km, thinly bedded, highly repetitious shale/siltstone 
interbeds continue with some minor folding and contorted bedding. Near the junction 
with the White Dragon River, thin rhythmic interbeds of fine-grained sandstone, phyllitic 
siltstone and shale begin to appear, and continue for several hundred meters. Outcrops 
here show strong shear deformation and numerous quartz veins cut the section. 
Metamorphism appears to increase toward lower schist grade. Although general grain- 
size changes delineate bedding, many small-scale sedimentary structures appear 
overprinted by metamorphism. Pyrite cubes continue to be a common accessory 
throughout the section.
For the next kilometer, intervals of fine to medium-grained sandstone interbedded 
with siltstone and shale appear to have formed as small fan lobes within an outer fan
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environment. Sand-rich beds are capped by thick intervals of repetitious shale and 
siltstone, indicating abandonment of sand-rich lobes, followed by burial by hemipelagic 
sedimentation and dilute turbidity currents. This sequence is a capped by a thick bed of 
coarse-grained sediment composed of tabular, medium-grained sandstone, thick beds of 
coarse-grained sandstone, cobbley matrix-supported conglomerates, and thin beds of 
matrix-supported gravel conglomerate and pebbly sandstone. Matrix-supported 
conglomerates here have a coarse-grained sand matrix, and cobbles display a pronounced 
shearing/flattening sub-parallel to the moderate to steeply southeast dip of relict bedding. 
Identifiable clasts include dark colored volcanic aphenites, vein quartz, and minor 
granitoids or porphyries.
Following several hundred meters of thickly bedded, coarse-grained sandstone and 
conglomerate, the sequence thins and fines upward to thin sandstone/shale interbeds, and 
finally to a thick section of repetitious shale that continues for several hundred meters. 
This pattern appears to repeat itself shortly thereafter, as an interval of thinly bedded fine 
to medium-grained sandstone and shale reappears, and gives way to another interval of 
thickly bedded, coarse-grained sandstone and matrix-supported conglomerates. 
Conglomerate clasts are profoundly flattened, but are easily visible along foliations.
There is an apparent increase in the proportion of dark volcanic aphenites and porphyrys, 
with a minor contribution of granitic clasts. Thickly-bedded, slightly lenticular, coarse­
grained sandstone beds overlie the conglomerates, and are in turn overlain by fining and 
thinning upward beds of fine-grained sandstone, siltstone and shale. This coarse 
sediment dominated interval continues for approximately 200 m past the village of 
Hengdan, where a lengthy alluvium covered interval follows.
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The poor sorting and matrix-support of the conglomerate beds described above 
suggests deposition by debris flows, interbedded with coarse sandstone, graded 
rhythmites and pelagic shales of turbidite origin. The strata of this interval suggests 
progradation of coarse-sediment lobes onto hemi-pelagic or distal fan deposits, followed 
by abandonment due to autocyclic switching of the active deposystem laterally to a new 
lobe. Although conglomerates and debris flows were not encountered until higher in the 
section within the Luotong section, the pattern is similar to the submarine fan over basin- 
plain progradation seen there.
Moving southeastward, thin interbeds of fine to medium-grained sandstone and 
pelitic phyllite with some coarser tabular beds dominates for several hundred meters.
Such deposits are typical of mid-fan environments or the more proximal portions of an 
outer fan. Of special note within this interval is the appearance of thin ashy beds a few 
cm thick, seen sporadically interbedded with the alternating beds. This first appearance 
within the Wenxie section is similar to the stratigraphie position as the first notable ashy 
beds in the Luotong section, although a direct stratigraphie correlation on this point is 
difficult to make in light of faulting at the base of both sections and elsewhere.
Immediately above this interval are thick beds of slightly lenticular, matrix-supported 
cobble conglomerates with matrixes composed of resedimented ash. Overlying these 
ashy debris flow deposits are a series of thick-bedded, clast supported pebble 
conglomerates, coarse sandstone, and pebbly sandstone, which commonly exhibit normal 
grading. Bedding thins and fines upward after approximately 150 m, with thin sandstone, 
shale, siltstone, and dilute tuffaceous beds most common. This sequence of thick, coarse­
grained sediment probably represents the progradation of a submarine fan lobe, with
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thinning and fining upward beds indicating channel/lobe abandonment and a return to 
overbank facies deposition.
The remainder of the Wenxie section, continuing for a few km until the boundary 
with the Bikou Group, is largely a continuation of the pattern of coarsening and 
thickening upward lobe progradation, followed by thinning and fining upward lobe 
abandonment. Together these deposits form a series of stacked progradational lobes and 
overbank deposits indicative of middle fan deposition. Upsection, debris flow deposits 
decrease and are replaced by clast-supported pebble conglomerates.
Stratigraphy of the Guanjiagou Formation
Located immediately northwest of the town of Wenxie lies the Guanjiagou 
Formation, a unit that has a controversial correlation to the Hengdan Group. The 
Guanjiagou Formation was originally mapped as Devonian, and then reassigned as a 
Neoproterozoic “tillite” (Yan, pers. comm.; unpublished Chinese Geological Survey 
maps). Due to the uncertain age of the Guanjiagou Formation, and possible correlation 
with the Hengdan Group, a closer examination of the Guanjiagou Formation was 
warranted.
Similar to Qujiagou valley, the Guanjiagou Formation is located within the 
Guanjiagou Valley, which forms a narrow canyon in its upper reaches and broadens to 
the south. The Guanjiagou Formation is in fault contact with the Devonian Sanhekou 
Group (unpublished Chinese Geological Survey maps). The contact comprises a wide, 
vertically dipping shear zone. Although little section is continuously exposed section in 
the upper valley, bedding dips generally moderately to steeply to the south/southwest.
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The basal beds within the Guanjiagou Formation are composed of black phyllitic shale, 
with up to 1-meter thick beds of coarse volcaniclastic sandstone, grading upward into 
medium and fine-grained sandstone, and capped by phyllitic siltstone/shale. The bases of 
the sandstone units truncate the underlying shale, and some rip-up clasts are tqiparent. A 
number of coarse sandy, matrix-supported conglomerates appear in the section (Fig. 30), 
interbedded with phyllitic shale and coarse graded sandstone. Clasts in the conglomerate 
are cobble-sized and composed of granitic and dark volcanic rock. Some of the shaly 
beds within this section exhibit sofi-sediment deformation.
Moving up-section a few hundred meters, a number of the coarse, graded sandstone 
beds exhibit water escape structures such as flame structures and dish-and-pillar 
structures. Graded sandstone beds continue to exhibit eroded bases, and shale
Figure 30. Volcanic cobbles within a matrix-supported conglomerate.
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intervals commonly display soft-sediment folding. Matrix-supported conglomerates 
continue intermittently, with some clasts reaching boulder size. Granitic and dark 
volcanic lithologies dominate the clast population, supported in a matrix of mudstone to 
coarse sandstone. At one location, a shale fold appears beveled off by the erosive base of 
an overlying coarse sandstone bed, evidence that the folding was syn-sedimentary.
The persistence of sandstone beds exhibiting eroded bases, water escape structures, 
soft sediment slump structures, and containing boulders (Fig. 31) generally correlates to 
the high-density turbidity currents of Lowe (1982). These facies divisions generally 
correspond to deposition within the proximal portion of a submarine fan, possibly near
Figure 31. A matrix-supported conglomerate (debris flow) with a water escape structure 
above a quartzite boulder.
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the base of a rise or submarine canyon mouth. However, as large-scale channel features 
are not recognizable in the limited outcrop along the vegetated valley slopes, this 
interpretation is difficult to substantiate.
An interval of thick, amalgamated, medium-grained sandstone beds follow for 
several lO’s of meters, followed by more matrix-supported conglomerates. The 
conglomerate clast population within this section appears to be dominated by 
intermediate to felsic porphyrys, with minor amounts of granite and dark volcanic 
aphenites. For several hundred meters upsection, beds of normally graded medium to 
coarse-grained sandstone, alternating with pelitic intervals and pebbly to cobbley matrix- 
supported conglomerates continue to dominate. Clast populations repeatedly shift from 
granite dominated to volcanic dominated, with felsic to intermediate porphyries, dark to 
gray-green aphenites, and tuffaceous lithologies most conunon. Some clasts of chert and 
possibly quartzite also appear. Some beds of granular to pebbly debris flows appear 
within the section, the granules/pebbles are almost entirely composed of black to reddish 
brown lithic grains, with a brecciated appearance. Photomicrographs indicate that 
sandstones within this section are compositionally and texturally immature, but that lithic 
grains are of mixed volcanic and metamorphic sources (Fig. 32).
The sequence of matrix supported conglomerates with volcanic and plutonic clasts, 
graded sandstone and pelitic intervals repeats upsection for the remainder of the traverse 
through Guanjiagou valley, for a total thickness of several km. At several locations, large 
south-dipping shear zones cut the section, suggesting the possibility of section repetition. 
The southern boundary of the unit is a south dipping fault contact with a Carboniferous
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Figure 31. Photomicrograph of sample 02WE43, a granular lithic greywacke composed 
of mixed volcanic and metamorphic lithic grains. Arrow is 0.25 mm long.
marble unit (unpublished Chinese Geological Survey maps), which in turn is fault- 
bounded and juxtaposed with the Hengdan Group a few km further south.
Summary and Comparison of the Luotang and the Wenxie Sections of the
Hengdan Group
The Luotang and Wenxie sections of the Hengdan Group display strong 
similarities, with relatively few differences in sedimentary style. Both sections consist of 
relatively sand-rich marine turbidites with a distinctly immature volcanic arc provenance. 
Both sections also display a marked prograding and coarsening upward trend, with 
progressively coarser and thicker beds of sandstone and conglomerate higher in the 
section, which is in sharp contrast to thick, repetitious intervals of black phyllites of 
probable basin-plain affinity at the base of the sections. An increasing input of reworked 
tuff also occurs within the upper portions of both the Luotang and Wenxie sections. By
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all indications, the Hengdan basin comprises of relatively deep-marine, volcaniclastic 
sediments, and nowhere within the basin is there clear evidence of terrestrial or shallow 
marine sedimentation.
Although correlations between the Guanjiagou Formation and the Hengdan Group 
remain controversial, a marked difference in sediment provenance exists between these 
units. The Guanjiagou Formation displays sediments with a mixed volcanic and 
continental provenance, such as conglomerate clasts composed of quartzite, granitoids 
and gneiss, whereas the Hengdan Group displays a volcanic arc provenance throughout.
A mixed provenance within sandstones is typically indicative of a recycled orogen, or 
collisional provenance (Dickinson, 1985). Subsequent to the described fieldwork, 
colleagues at the Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences dated plagioclase within 
volcanic cobbles collected from Guanjiagou valley using the '^Ar/^^Ar method. Results 
indicate that the Guanjiagou Formation may be of Triassic or younger age (Yan et al., 
2003), and possibly correlative to the Songpan-Ganze remnant ocean basin of Zhou and 
Graham (1996). These new data suggest that the Guanjiagou Formation comprises 
younger sedimentary cover, with no relation to sedimentation within the Late Proterozoic 
Hengdan Group.
A number of minor differences in sedimentary style occur between the Wenxie 
and Luotang sections, which are attributable to possible lateral changes in basin 
morphology. The lack of debris flow deposits within the Luotong section may be a 
function of shelf width, slope gradient, or sediment supply, although these geometries are 
nearly impossible to determine due to the fault-dismembered state of the basin today. 
Similarly, the apparent higher abundance of gravel to cobble-sized sediment within the
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Wenxie section may be a function of increased sediment supply due to possible proximity 
to submarine canyons or deltas feeding sediment from the arc to the basin, although no 
such conduits have been presently identified. In light of possible facies variations that 
occur laterally and vertically throughout various basin types, differences in sedimentation 
between the Luotang and Wenxie sections are minor.
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CHAPTER 4 
GEOCHRONOLOGY
Introduction
To understand the history and tectonic setting of the Bikou terrane, it is first essential 
to establish reliable age control. Although numerous attempts have been made to 
accurately date volcanic units within the Bikou Group, no previous attempt has been 
made to date the Hengdan Group directly. Dates are also essential to understanding the 
relationships among the units comprising the Bikou terrane. Until recently, estimated 
ages for the Hengdan Group were derived from rough correlation with ages obtained 
from Bikou Group volcanic units. A persistent problem has been the broad range of 
Middle to Late Proterozoic dates obtained from the Bikou Group based on a variety of 
dating techniques, including K-Ar, '^Ar/^^Ar, Rb-Sr, and conventional U-Pb. Given the 
susceptibility of these techniques to alteration, metamorphism or inheritance, reliance on 
these data has made it difficult to assess the actual volcanic emplacement age of the 
Bikou Terrane, and thus develop a coherent tectonic history.
Recently, an efifort has been undertaken by one of my Chinese collaborators (Yan 
Quanren of CAGS) to provide reliable age control for the Bikou Group through the use of 
U-Pb SHRIMP zircon dating of volcanic rocks within the Bikou arc. Mafic to
81
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intermediate lava and rhyolitic tuff samples collected from lower, middle and upper 
sections of the Bikou Group yielded ages ranging from 846 + 19 Ma for the lower Bikou 
Group, 790 + 15 for the middle Bikou Group, to 776 + 13 Ma for the upper (Q. Yan, 
unpublished data). These ages are similar to previously reported conventional U-Pb 
zircon ages of 764 ±1.9 Ma, and 768 ± 2.9 for the upper Bikou Group, and an 853.4 ± 
3.4 Ma. age for the lower Bikou Group reported by Zhao and others (1990). Given the 
broad agreement between the conventional U-Pb zircon ages and SHRIMP U-Pb zircon 
ages, the Bikou arc may be now regarded as a long-lived volcanic center within the 
Middle Neoproterozoic.
The Hengdan Group is generally considered to be age-correlative to the Bikou Group, 
as the large volume of volcaniclastic sediment and tuff within the Hengdan Group has an 
obvious possible source area within the adjacent Bikou arc. This correlation is further 
strengthened by the fact that within both units metamorphic grade and deformation are 
similar, no other major Late Proterozoic volcanic units are located within the area, and 
paleocurrents indicate transport of sediment from the direction of the Bikou arc into the 
Hengdan basin. However, the Bikou arc and the Hengdan basin are separated by a fault 
and consequently are not directly correlatable. Therefore, providing age control for the 
Hengdan basin could either strengthen this correlation or refute it.
One of the important lithologie components found within the Hengdan basin are ashy 
slates and phyllites that are interbedded commonly with the thinner and finer-grained 
turbidites of the upper Hengdan Group. Recent studies of Mio-Pliocene forearc deposits 
of Japan have revealed a large component of resedimented airfall tuff (Stow et al., 1998). 
These epiclastic deposits are interpreted to have formed as dilute turbidites or
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hemipelagic settling, following volcanic activity. Efforts to date zircons within 
resedimented tuffs using the U-Pb system in Jurassic basins of the Southern Alps (Mundil 
et al., 1996), mid in Devonian basins of Australia (Jagodzinski and Black, 1999) have 
provided age constraints with high precision. Given the reasonable success of dating 
epiclastic tuffs using the U-Pb zircon system elsewhere, attempts to date several tuff 
layers within the Hengdan Group were undertaken both at the Academy of Geological 
Studies at Beijing, and the Stanford/USGS SHRIMP-RG laboratory in Stanford, 
California.
Methods
Samples of several reworked tuff layers were collected within the upper portion of the 
Luotong section, with care taken in the field to select only those tuffs that appeared 
relatively unmixed with volcaniclastic sand. Thin sections cut fi-om these samples 
revealed however that almost all of these units were mixed with sand to some degree, 
indicating tuffaceous sandstone. Two samples were selected for zircon separation, the 
position of these samples, 02LT37 and 02LT41, are marked on the Luotong stratigraphie 
column. Both samples are composed of volcaniclastic sand within a matrix of yellowish 
tan altered tuff (Fig. 33).
The samples were mechanically crushed and sieved to obtain the 60 to 100 micron 
fraction. The samples were rinsed of clay-sized particles, and then alternately soaked in 
hydrogen peroxide, and 10% acetic acid solution in order to remove reactive clays and 
carbonates. Efforts to obtain a heavy mineral fraction first involved using Lithium- 
metatungstate (L.M.T.), but proved exceedingly time consuming. Heavy mineral
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Figure 33. Photomicrographs of samples 02LT37 (left) and 02LT41 (right). Matrix is 
composed of altered volcanic ash, with fine volcaniclastic sand and silt m ^ n g  up a 
significant portion of the samples. Arrows are 0.25 mm long.
fi-actions were obtained through methyl-iodine (M.I.) separation, and contained sphene, 
zircon, metal oxide and lesser amounts of apatite. Zircons samples were then handpicked 
and a ft-action were evaluated with an SEM. SEM imaging revealed that the zircons are 
generally 70 microns in length, prismatic and range from euhedral to subhedral, with 
little evidence of major abrasion due to transport (Fig. 34). The zircons were then 
shipped to the Stanford/USGS SHRIMP-RG laboratory for mounting and 
cathodoluminescence (CL) imaging.
The CL imaging revealed that the zircons contained simple oscillatory magmatic 
growth zonation, with no evidence of systematic inheritance (i.e. inherited cores) (J. 
Wooden, pers. comm.) The samples were mounted according to standard procedure, 
accompanied by a 419 Ma laboratory standard. The standard was collected from a quartz 
diorite of the Braintree Complex of Vermont, and its age was determined by conventional 
U-Pb analysis (J. Aleinikofi^ pers. comm ). In total, 63 unknown grains were analyzed.
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Figure 34. SEM image of a detrital zircon from sample 02LT41. Intact crystal facets are 
indicative of a single-cycle zircon with a short transport distance.
with a standard run every fourth analysis. Efforts were made to avoid analyzing fractured 
grains, or grains with inclusions, however a few grains still exhibited discordance 
possibly due to Pb loss along fine fractures. Due to the small size of the grains, and the 
35 micron beam width, core to rim ages could not be compared. Therefore, each zircon 
was dated by a single spot analysis centered near the core of the crystal. Data used to 
calculate zircon ages is included in the tq>pendices (Appendix IQ).
Results
The resulting U-Pb ages revealed a largely detrital zircon input, with little or no tuff- 
sourced zircons. Sample 02LT37 revealed an age range of approximately 799 ± 9 Ma to 
704 ± 8 Ma, and a single concordant grain with an age o f689 ± 8  Ma (Fig. 35).
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Sam ple#
204corr 
206Pb 
/238U 
Age (Ma)
1 Sigma
Uncertainty
(Ma)
02LT41-1 84&2 4.4
02LT41-2 794.0 6.8
02LT41-3 845.0 &3
02LT41-4 821.5 8.7
02LT41-5 737.7 5.3
02LT41-6 811.5 10.3
02LT41-7 798.0 10.3
02LT41-S 727.6 8.6
02LT41-9 736.5 8.3
02LT41-10 750.0 10.3
02LT41-11 806.5 10.2
02LT41-12 743.6 8.1
02LT41-13 785.0 9.5
02LT41-14 826.5 11.4
02LT41-15 758.3 11.5
02LT41-16 764.2 10.1
02LT41-17 783.9 10.1
02LT41-18 879.2 10.9
02LT41-19 778.7 11.6
02LT41-20 767.3 10.3
02LT41-21 789.5 10.8
02LT41-22 789.7 9.7
02LT41-23 771.5 8.7
02LT41-24 739.1 10.3
02LT41-25 813.7 11.9
02LT41-26 777.0 9.6
02LT41-27 784.1 10.6
02LT41 a 7M.0 10.0
02LT41-29 767.7 13.4
02LT41-30 750.3 10.1
02LT41-31 792.2 9.3
02LT41-32 770.6 14.2
2.
Sam ple #
204corr 
206Pb 
/238U 
Age (Ma)
1 Sigma
Uncertainty
(Ma)
02LT37-1 785.9 8.9
02LT37-2 718.6 8.3
02LT37-3 733.3 9.1
02LT37-4 792.4 11.5
02LT37-5 777.6 8.6
02LT37-6 776.4 9.1
02LT37-7 799.0 10.0
02LT37-8 715.1 8.4
02LT37-9 704.4 7.9
02LT3710 765.5 9.1
02LT37-11 740.8 9.0
02LT37-12 762.7 11.0
02LT37-13 724.8 10.4
02LT37-14 747.1 8.7
02LT37-15 706.9 9.9
02LT37-16 716.8 10.4
02LT37-17 733.7 10.2
02LT37-18 7M.8 8.7
02LT37-19 794.4 9.7
02LT37-20 748.7 9.4
02LT37-21 191.4 11.9
02LT37-22 687.6 7.0
02LT37-23 760.2 8.5
02LT37-24 749.3 8.4
02LT37-25 777.7 11.0
02LT37-26 758.3 10.5
02LT37-27 730.9 8.5
02LT37-28 773.3 9.9
02LT37-29 769.6 8.2
02LT37-30 758.2 9.7
Figure 34. Data table for 204 corrected detrital zircon ages with uncertainty for samples 
02LT41 (left) and 02LT37 (right).
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The age distribution shows an age peak from approximately 750 to 790 Ma, with 
relatively few older or younger zircons. Sample 02LT41 is stratigraphically higher and 
noticeably more sand-rich, and reveals a slightly older age range, from 845 + 4 Ma to a 
minimum of 727 ± 9 Ma. A single concordant 879 ±11 Ma zircon was included in the 
population, but once again, the main peak in detrital ages centers on the 800 to 750 Ma 
age range (Fig. 36).
Given these results, an eruptive age for the tuff component cannot be accurately 
gauged. However, the maximum age for deposits in the upper Hengdan Group must be 
considered approximately 720 Ma or younger. The detrital age range effectively overlaps 
the previously reported U-Pb zircon volcanic ages for the Bikou Group of approximately 
840 to 750 Ma obtained through SHRIMP U-Pb zircon analyses by my Chinese 
colleagues (Yan Quanren, unpublished data), as well as conventional U-Pb zircon 
analysis by Zhao and others (1990). In addition, these detrital ages agree with detrital 
zircon ages obtained by SHRIMP U-Pb dating of two sandstone and two reworked tuff 
beds from the middle to upper Hengdan Group, also obtained by my Chinese colleagues 
at CAGS (Yan, unpublished data) (Fig. 37).
Volumetrically less important are zircons of younger ages, which nonetheless imply 
sources of younger volcanism in the Bikou arc, ranging from 750 to 705 Ma, and a small 
number (3) of approximately 680 Ma. Data from CAGS also indicates 3 zircons with a 
Cambrian age, although relatively high uncertainty (± 50 to 100 Ma) renders these dates 
suspect. So far, ages of 750 Ma or younger have not been identified within the Bikou arc 
but may be present, or may represent Bikou arc elements that have subsequently been 
unroofed or dismembered by faulting. Importantly, no other volcanic source of similar
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Figure 36. Combined probability plot and histogram of detrital zircon age distributions 
for sample 02LT37 (upper left) and sample 02LT41 (upper right). The combined age 
distribution is displayed below, and displays the peak of detrital ages between 730 to 800 
Ma
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Figure 37. Probability curve compiling 121 detrital ages obtained at CAGS, and the 61 
detrital ages obtained at the Stanford/USGS SHRIMP-RG laboratory. The composite 
curve peaks from approximately 720 to 840 Ma.
age is known locally. The identification of volcanic rocks of this age within the Bikou 
arc would ultimately improve this correlation.
The fact that the zircon population is overwhelmingly arc-derived rather than 
dominated by older, continental affinity zircons reflects on the tectonic provenance of the 
Hengdan basin. Recent detrital zircon studies from the Late Proterozoic/ Early Paleozoic 
passive margin deposits of western North America (Gehrels et al., 1995), and east 
Antarctica (Goodge et al., 2002), indicate pulses of detrital zircons coinciding with rift- 
related volcanism, but an overall age spectrum dominated by older Protm>zoic to
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Archean multi-cycle zircons. In contrast, detrital age spectrums from the Mesozoic 
forearc of California are dominated by arc-related zircons, with minor amounts of older 
continental-derived zircons (DeGraaf-Surpless et al., 2002). The presence of one Middle 
Proterozoic (1.095 Ga ± 67 Ma) and six Early Proterozoic (2.011 Ga. ± 65 Ma to 2.47 
Ga. ± 50 Ma) detrital zircons identified by my colleagues at CAGS (Yan, unpublished 
data, 2002) suggests a very minor continental-derived sediment contribution to the basin, 
which we have interpreted as sourced from the Yangtze Plate.
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DISCUSSION: THE TECTONIC SETTING OF THE BIKOU TERRANE 
Given the conflicting interpretations that the Bikou terrane represents either a 
continental arc, or a continental rift-to-drift assemblage, it is useful to compare the 
stratigraphy of the Bikou terrane to well-studied forearc, proto-oceanic rift troughs and 
rift-to-drift passive margin sequences world-wide. It is through such comparison that 
recognizable patterns of depositional systems, sediment provenance, basin morphology, 
and duration and style of volcanism must be used to create a plausible model of tectonic 
setting.
Turbidite systems have been well studied in modem settings and as ancient deposits, 
and occur in a wide variety of tectonic settings. Turbidites have been recognized in 
foreland basins, forearc basins, passive margins, and rift-to-drift sequences, so the 
existence of voluminous turbidites within the Hengdan basin alone does not support 
either a proto-oceanic rift or forearc setting. Within these broad plate tectonic settings, 
turbidites have been recognized in association with submarine fans, delta fronts and 
lacustrine settings. The lack of terrestrial deposits within the Hengdan basin however, 
excludes lacustrine and deltaic settings. Submarine fans come in a wide variety of forms.
91
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most of which are largely dependant on sediment supply, basin morphology, sediment 
transport distance and tectonics.
The turbidite system that dominated sedimentation within the Hengdan basin may be 
characterized as a volcaniclastic sand-rich system. Sand-rich turbidite systems are 
dominated by sediment that is medium-grained sand-sized or coarser, display 
nonefFicient transport (i.e., poor sorting and immature sands), actively prograde, and 
display a marked decrease in grain size toward the distal portions of the fan (Bouma, 
2000). Sand-rich turbidite systems generally form adjacent to narrow, mountainous 
coastal areas with narrow shelf width, and short sediment transport. Sand-rich systems 
therefore generally indicate deposition within basins and plate margins adjacent to active 
orogenic belts.
The most obvious source area for the Hengdan Group is the adjacent Bikou arc, given 
paleocurrent directions, similarities between volcaniclastic detritus in the Hengdan Group 
with volcanic rocks in the Bikou Group, and the new U-Pb detrital zircon ages of 
volcaniclastic/mixed epiclastic rocks that overlap volcanic ages within the arc 
(unpublished data). The question remains however, whether the Bikou arc comprised an 
active magmatic arc, or a rift-related volcanic assemblage. For the purposes of 
evaluating these two conflicting hypotheses, numerous lines of evidence obtained from 
both the Hengdan basin and the Bikou arc prove to be strong indications of tectonic 
provenance when compared to well-studied continental rift-to-drift sedimentary 
assemblages (also referred to as nascent ocean basins, or proto-oceanic rifts) and forearc 
basins.
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Comparison of the Bikou Terrane to Nascent Ocean Basins 
A number of rift-to-drift successions provide useful comparisons to evaluate theories 
that the Bikou terrane formed in a continental rift setting. Rift-to-drift successions along 
the western margin of Laurentia provide an analog for proposed Late Proterozoic rifting 
along the Yangtze Block, particularly in light of theories that the South China Block was 
located adjacent to Laurentia prior to the break-up of Rodinia (Li et al., 1995, 1999). 
Rift-to-drift succession along the Mesozoic northern Atlantic margin also provide a well- 
studied analog to super-continent break-up, and the Red Sea rift of the Middle East/North 
Africa provides a modem analog for development of a nascent ocean, or proto-oceanic 
basin (Leeder, 1995). If the Bikou terrane represents a continental rift or rift-to-drift 
succession, similarities between the stratigraphy of the Bikou Group and other rift 
successions should exist.
Within the Red Sea system, diffuse magmatism related to rifting began at 
approximately 50 Ma, with more vigorous volcanic activity beginning at approximately 
30 Ma (Pallister, 1987). Extension and large-scale block faulting was underway by 25 
Ma, with volcanism increasingly centered along the Red Sea central axis (Bohannon et 
al., 1989). Prior to 20 Ma, the style of magmatism was typified by alkaline bimodal 
eruptions, flows, and dike intrusions, and then switched primarily to the intrusion of 
massive gabbroic dikes and stocks (Pallister, 1987). Volcanic flows are commonly 
interbedded with terrestrial or marginal marine sediments within the Red Sea system 
(Crossley et al., 1992). Active continental rifting had largely transitioned to oceanic 
spreading in the Pliocene at approximately 3 to 4 Ma (Cochran, 1983). These data 
suggest that large-scale volcanism related to Red Sea rifting took place over a relatively
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short duration, perhaps over 25 m.y., while Bikou magmatism spans over a 100 m y. 
interval.
The break-up of Pangea is recorded along the northern Atlantic margin of the eastern 
U.S. and Morocco by Late Triassic to Early Jurassic basaltic to andestic flows, and 
rhyolitic flows and tuff units (Lorenz, 1987, 1988). These volcanic units are typically 
interbedded with terrestrial sediments however, and form successions of volcanic flows 
and sediment no more than 2 to 3 km thick. Offshore wells along the southeastern United 
States have penetrated a sequence of alkali basalt and rhyolite cobbles of Late Triassic 
age, but little is known about the thickness or full extent of this volcanic phase (de Boer 
et al., 1988). Although portions of the Bikou Group have been compared to rift-related 
flood basalt assemblages (Xia et al., 1996b), the interbedding of deep marine sediments 
with the volcanic strata of the Bikou Group (Tao, 1993) makes this comparison unlikely.
The Late Proterozoic rifting of western Laurentia is associated with the Windermere 
Group, a succession of terrestrial sediments interbedded with volcanic flows and ash beds 
recently dated by zircon U-Pb SHRIMP as ca. 680 Ma (Lund et al., 2003). A number of 
small-scale mafic flows, dikes, and pillow basalts of Vendian to Early Cambrian age are 
also reported by Levy and Christie-Blick (1989). Similar to the Red Sea and Atlantic 
rifts, these volcanic units are interbedded with terrestrial to shallow marine successions 
within western North America. It is important to note that no volcanic successions or 
flood basalts of thickness, age, or duration of the Bikou Group volcanic assemblage have 
been identified along the western Laurentian margin.
Along the northern margin of the Atlantic Ocean, offshore seismic and magnetic 
anomaly data has indicated the widespread existence of a thick series of seaward-dipping
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volcanic reflectors buried beneath younger passive margin deposits. Based on 
geophysical properties, these assemblages have been widely interpreted to represent 
“volcanic wedges” composed of stratified mafic volcanic and volcaniclastic material 
forming a Jurassic transition from attenuated continental to oceanic crust (Mutter et al., 
1982, Austin et al., 1990, Holbrook and Keleman, 1993, Sheridan et al., 1993).
Indications are that this volcanic wedge formed along at least 1,000 km of the western 
Atlantic margin and portions of the eastern margin, is 10 to 25 km thick and 
approximately 150 km wide (Holbrook and Keleman, 1993, Sheridan et al., 1993). Based 
on magnetic anomaly data, Bohannon (1986) concluded that large portions of the Red 
Sea shelf is underlain by a mafic volcanic transitional crust approximately 25 km wide 
and averaging 10 km thick, possibly similar to the Atlantic volcanic wedge.
Although no detailed physical descriptions of the stratigraphy of the Atlantic (or Red 
Sea) volcanic wedge exist, of all the tectonostratigraphic elements of the Atlantic rift 
system, the Bikou Group bears the most resemblance to a volcanic wedge. However, the 
problem remains that although the Bikou arc is the product of long-lived volcanism, 
indications are that the volcanic Atlantic wedge was emplaced during a relatively short 
interval in the Middle Jurassic (Austin et al., 1990, Sheridan et al., 1993). Secondly, 
although the Atlantic volcanic wedge is covered by a thick siliciclastic sediment 
sequence, this sequence appears to be derived from a continental source. Seismic 
reflection indicates that extensive carbonates and evaporites underlie the siliciclastic 
prism (Klitgord et al., 1988), indicating shallow marine conditions during transition from 
rift to drift. If the Bikou arc formed as a volcanic wedge during Rodinia breakup, it is 
logical to assume that the Hengdan Group should have formed as a drift phase
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siliciclastic pile of continental-derived sediment rather than volcaniclastic sediment 
derived largely from the Bikou arc.
Strong similarities in early rift sedimentation may be seen in the Red Sea rift, Atlantic 
margin, and western Laurentian margin. Active extension within the Red Sea rift during 
the Late Oligocene and Early Miocene lead to the development of numerous discrete rift 
basins and half grabens, and early syn-rift sedimentation largely comprised very coarse 
conglomeratic fluvial/alluvial fan deltas adjacent to margin uplifts. These deposits 
consist of poorly sorted sand and conglomerates arranged in large Gilbert-type deltas that 
fine toward the central Red Sea basin (Gawthorpe and Colella, 1990). Within the central 
rift basins, early syn-rift sedimentation was characterized by deposition of fine-grained 
lacustrine shales, marls, cherts and carbonates or playa muds and evaporites (Bohannon 
et al., 1989; Crossley et al., 1992; Hughes and Beydoun, 1992). Syn-rift sedimentation 
within the proto-Atlantic rift followed a similar pattern throughout the system.
Comparison of Late Triassic to Early Jurassic syn-rift strata of the eastern United 
States, and western Europe indicate that deposition was dominated by alluvial fan 
breccias, conglomerates, debris flows and sieve-deposits, braided to meandering fluvial 
sandstone, mudstone and coal, lacustrine shales, playa mudstones and evaporites, and 
eolian sands (Lorenz, 1987, Zeigler, 1988). In the Late Triassic of Morocco, similar 
coarse alluvial-fluvial deposits are common, as are lacustrine deposits, and extensive 
playa-deposited mudstone/evaporite red-beds (Lorenz, 1988). Sedimentation within Late 
Proterozoic proto-Pacific rift basins of the western United States is also dominated by 
fanglomerates, fluvial deposits, mudstone/dolomite units and minor anhydrite of possible 
playa to marginal marine facies (Levy and Christie-Blick, 1989).
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Marine incursion transitioning to drifl-phase sedimentation is also recorded by similar 
stratigraphy within the western Laurentian, northern Atlantic margin, and Red Sea rifts. 
Within the Red Sea region, marine incursions led to largely fine-grained chemical 
precipitates that overlap earlier coarse-grained terrestrial deposits (Crossley et al., 1992; 
Bohannon et al., 1989). Restricted marine conditions within the central to southern Red 
Sea during this same time interval led to the deposition of up to 3 km of evaporite 
deposits along the main rift trough axis (Cochran, 1983). More recent deposition within 
the Red Sea basin is characterized by shallow marine carbonate deposition of siliciclastic 
and lime muds, coquinas, and isolated sabhkas (Hughes and Beydoun, 1992; El-Sammak 
and Shabaan, 1996). Importantly, turbidite deposition throughout the history of the Red 
Sea basin has been negligible, and today only small-scale, thin sandy to muddy turbidite 
deposits have been identified in the central Red Sea basin (Crossley et al., 1992).
Marine incursions into the northern proto-Atlantic rift system led to the deposition of 
thick marine-influenced evaporite deposits, followed by establishment of extensive 
carbonate deposition (Zeigler, 1988). In Morocco, similar deposits record marine 
incursion and transition from terrestrial to dominantly marine carbonate deposition 
(Warme, 1988). Geophysical studies have identified widespread evaporite and carbonate 
deposition along the northern Atlantic margin, overlapping earlier graben-bound syn-rift 
terrestrial basins (Klitgord et al., 1988, Manspeizer and Cousminer, 1988, Poag and 
Valentine, 1988). Later drift-phase deposition along the eastern margin of the United 
States is recorded in boreholes and geophysical logs by fine-grained carbonaceous shales, 
marls, glauconitic shales and sequences of fining-upward shale, siltstone and sand (Poag 
and Valentine, 1988). Along the margin of Morocco, the early drift-phase carbonate
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platform was drowned and replaced by siliciclastic sedimentation in the form of thick 
continent-derived deltaic systems that deposited mud, silt, sand, and marl (Heyman,
1989).
Within the southwestern United States, the paleo-Pacific rift-to-drift transition is 
marked by shales, siltstones and quartz arenites that transition from braidplain or 
marginal marine settings to intertidal shales and carbonates near the Cambrian boundary 
(Prave, 1991). This observation is in agreement with thermal subsidence curves for 
lower Paleozoic passive margin deposits in the southwestern U.S. and the southern 
Canadian Rockies, indicating rapid cooling and thermal subsidence of the passive margin 
from Vendian (latest Precambrian) through Cambrian times (Bond and Kominz, 1984; 
Bond et al, 1985; Levy and Christie-Blick, 1991). This pattern of terrestrial sedimentation 
overlapped by shallow marine deposits is a common feature within rift-to-drift 
transitions. However, the Hengdan basin records no early phase of terrestrial 
sedimentation, no marginal or shallow marine deposits marking marine incursion of 
propagating proto-oceanic rift, no chemical precipitates, and displays coarsening upward 
rather than ftning-upward sedimentation.
Lastly, the issue of sediment provenance is of major importance when evaluating 
continental rift and arc settings for the Bikou terrane. Within the Red Sea rift system, 
early rift sandstones are characterized as quartzofeldspathic with only minor volcanic- 
lithic components, and more recent sands are more mature having been derived largely 
from the exposed Arabian and Nubian Shields (Crossley et al., 1992). Within the 
northern Atlantic rift basins, similar quartzofeldspathic to quartz arenitic sandstone 
compositions are recorded (Lorenz, 1987,1988). Sandstone compositions along the
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western Laurentian margin are largely quartzofeldspathic to quartz-arenitic, with only 
minor volcaniclastic sandstone and conglomerate within syn-rift deposits (Bond et al., 
1985; Levy and Christie-Blick, 1989; Prave, 1991). Lithic components within 
sandstones of the paleo-Pacific margin are largely derived fi’om granite, chert and 
quartzite, with little or no lithic volcanic material.
Similarly, detrital zircon U-Pb analyses from western North American Early 
Paleozoic passive margin sediments reveals that Grenville-aged to Archean continental 
crust was the prime siliciclastic sediment source (Gehrels et al., 1995). A Nd isotope 
study of Pahrump Group through Early Cambrian siliciclastic units confirms that fine­
grained detritus was largely derived from local Early to Middle Proterozoic granitic 
basement (Farmer and Ball, 1997). The trend toward higher quartz and feldspar ratios at 
the expense of lithic detrital grains in sandstones of rift or passive margin affinity was 
noted by Dickinson (1980,1985) when developing his tectonic provenance classification 
scheme for sandstones, now widely recognized as the standard for sandstone provenance 
analysis. The dominance of mature, craton-derived sediment is a common feature in 
continental rift and passive margin basins, however, the detrital zircon age spectrum of 
the Hengdan Group indicates little or no craton input.
From the overview of stratigraphy and volcanism associated with the Neogene Red 
Sea rift, the Mesozoic breakup of Pangea, and the Late Precambrian proto-Pacific rift 
system of western North America, it is clear that few similarities exist between the Bikou 
terrane and well-studied rift sequences. The Bikou terrane displays none of the classic 
characteristics of a continental rift basin, and contains many features that have no analog 
within rift to drift passive margin sequences. Nowhere in the Bikou terrane are
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terriginous syn-rift sediments, although in most rift systems, syn-rift basins tend to be 
preserved (Sengor, 1995). Rather, the Bikou arc is associated at every stage with marine 
sediments (Tao, 1993), which contradicts a pre-continental rift volcanism interpretation. 
Similarly, early marine incursions into these proto-oceanic rift troughs led to evaporite 
and carbonate sedimentation, and drift-phase sedimentation is characterized by carbonate 
and shale deposition that may be followed by deposition fine-grained continental-derived 
siliciclastic sediment. In none of these rift basin examples is there evidence for large- 
scale volcaniclastic turbidite deposits, or pronounced coarsening-upward trends.
Comparison of the Bikou Terrane to Forearc Basins 
Unlike comparisons with rift basins and drift-phase sedimentation, comparisons of 
sedimentation and arc magmatism within the Bikou terrane to both modem and ancient 
arc systems show many similarities. These similarities comprise the style of 
sedimentation and arc composition, and extend to duration of arc magmatism, evolution 
of the arc/basin system, and the provenance relationships between arc and basin based on 
sand composition and detrital zircon age distribution. Although the Bikou terrane has 
been strongly affected by tectonism subsequent to Late Proterozoic time, these combined 
stratigraphie, provenance, and geochronological data clearly favor an arc/forearc setting 
for the Bikou terrane.
Although many conflicting theories address the tectonic setting of the Hengdan basin, 
most previous workers agree upon a number of important features. The first key feature 
of the Hengdan basin is that it is composed almost entirely of marine sediments, ranging 
from hemipelagic to submarine fan settings, with no clear indication of shallow marine or
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terrestrial sedimentation. Secondly, sediment within the basin comprises mainly coarse 
volcaniclastic detritus in the form of lithic graywackes, volcaniclastic conglomerates, and 
mixed-clast conglomerates. Thirdly, although actual thickness estimates vary due to 
faulting and lack of biostratigraphic/chronostratigraphic control, most previous workers 
concur that the tremendous stratigraphie thickness of the Hengdan basin ranges from 9 to 
15 km or more (Pei, 1989, 1992; Tao, 1993; Qin et al. 1994; Lu et al., 1996,1997; 
Druschke et al., 2002; Yan et al., 2002).
A great deal of data have been compiled on both modem and ancient arc/forearc 
systems, especially within the circum-Pacific region. To illustrate similarities in forearc 
structure and sedimentation, a number of studies have compared information gathered 
from numerous modem and ancient forearc systems. Forearc basins typically form on 
volcanic arc or continental crust, and develop when sediment ponds between the arc 
massif and an uplifted accretionary prism (Dickinson and Seely, 1979). Deposits within 
forearc basins are typically comprised of immature, volcaniclastic-rich sediments and 
commonly form as restricted deep marine basins that may or may not transgress to 
shallow marine or terrestrial sedimentation over time (Dickinson and Seely, 1979). 
Submarine fans and hemipelagic slope to basin plain settings are most common within 
forearc basins, along with shallow marine shelves at the basin margins, and fiinging fan- 
deltas (Dickinson and Seely, 1979; Dickinson, 1995).
Studies of modem forearc basins in several locations also indicate basin fill attains a 
thickness comparable to the Hengdan basin. The modem Cook basin of Alaska, the 
Luzon basin of the Philippines, and the Tobago Trough of the Lesser Antilles each 
contain between 10 and 15 km of sediments spanning tens of millions of years of
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sedimentation (Dickinson, 1995). The Mesozoic Great Valley forearc of California 
attained a thickness of 15.2 km, and is composed largely of deep marine volcaniclastic 
turbidites deposited during the span of arc activity from the Late Jurassic to the Late 
Cretaceous, with sedimentation continuing into the Tertiary (Moxon, 1988). This 
tremendous stratigraphie thickness stands in sharp contrast to the average 4 to 6 km of 
Atlantic syn-rift basin fill (Lorenz, 1987), or the maximum 13 km thickness of the 
Mesozoic to recent eastern United States post-rift, passive margin sedimentary prism 
(Klitgord et al., 1988).
Sandstone provenance analysis schemes compiled by Dickinson (1985), have become 
the general standard for determining tectonic provenance of sandstones based upon their 
detrital framework grain compositions. By comparing a large number of sandstone and 
sand samples from numerous modem and ancient magmatic arc deposits worldwide, 
Dickinson determined that sands deposited within a magmatic arc provenance (including 
forearc, trench, and trench-slope basins) tended to be enriched in lithic volcanic and 
feldspar grains, and relatively quartz-poor. Sandstones within forearc basins therefore 
tend to range from volcanic-lithic rich litharenites to feldspathic arenites. In contrast, 
Dickinson (1985) determined that sandstone compositions within rift basin and passive 
margin sequences tend to be quartz-rich, which is in agreement with the previous rift 
examples of the Red Sea (Crossley et al., 1992), the proto-Atlantic (Lorenz, 1987), and 
the proto-Pacific rift of western North America (Bond et al., 1984; Levy and Christie- 
Blick, 1989).
Provenance analysis of sandstones within the Mesozoic Great Valley forearc of 
California indicates that the majority of basin-filling sandstones are both texturally and
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compositionally immature. Lithic volcanic clast percentage within sandstone tends to be 
high, but trends toward greater maturity during the later phases of forearc deposition due 
to increased erosion of the arc and unroofing of plutonic arc components (Ingersoll,
1983). The same trend of increasing sand maturity over time was detected within the 
Hengdan Group through pétrographie analysis. Pei (1989) indicated that sandstone 
compositions within the lower Hengdan Group plot within the immature arc field of 
Dickinson’s (1980, 1985) QFL diagram, while sandstones within the upper Hengdan 
Group plot within the dissected arc field (Fig. 38).
Pei (1989) indicated that many of these graywackes were composed of 30% or more 
diagenetic matrix. This indicates that the original compositions may have been even 
more immature, given that lithic volcanic and feldspar grains alter to form pseudomatrix 
during diagenesis and metamorphism (Dickinson, 1970). Pétrographie slides from the 
Hengdan Group examined during this study revealed that much of the sandstone was 
highly altered, which creates large uncertainties in point-counting. However, the poor 
sorting, abundant lithic volcanic grains and diagenetic matrix generally supports Pei’s 
(1989) conclusion of arc provenance. The high percentage of matrix (30% or more) 
reported by Pei (1989) indicates that original sandstone framework composition was even 
more feldspar and lithic volcanic grain rich, which would have shifted the provenance 
deeper (downward) into the arc provenance field.
The dominance of submarine fan facies sedimentation, and the prograding and 
coarsening upward sequences seen in both the Hengdan Group and the Great Valley 
Group are strong evidence of similar tectonic settings. Stratigraphically, the lower Great 
Valley Group comprises basin-plain, outer submarine fan deposits, and locally inner fan
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Figure 37. Comparison of sandstone composition between the Hengdan Group and a 
number of well studied forearc basins. The Hengdan Group plots largely within the arc 
field, and shows strong similarities to other well-known continental forearcs.
conglomeratic lenses. The middle to upper Great Valley Group continues to coarsen, 
with increasing sand to shale ratios, and eventually transitions from outer to middle fan 
facies (Ingersoll, 1978, Moxon, 1988; Dickinson, 1995). This same transition is seen in 
the Hengdan Group, within a very similar stratigraphie interval.
The tendency for forearc basin fill to be largely derived from the adjacent arc is 
illustrated in the Great Valley Group not only in the immaturity of the sediments, but also
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in the detrital zircon population. A recent study of detrital zircon age distributions within 
the Great Valley Group indicates that the vast majority of zircons are derived from the 
Mesozoic Sierra Nevada arc, with zircon population peaks largely coincident with known 
episodes of active magmatism (DeGraaf-Surpless et al., 2002). Although older 
Mesozoic, Paleozoic and even Precambrian zircons are present within the forearc strata, 
they are a very small percentage of the population. The fact that detrital zircons within 
the Hengdan basin largely overlap the ages of volcanic assemblages within the Bikou arc 
is further evidence supporting a forearc setting for the Hengdan basin. The arc 
provenance displayed by Hengdan sandstones and detrital zircons is again in sharp 
contrast with the continental-provenance of many rift to passive margin sedimentary 
sequences, particularly the Grenville-aged to Archean craton detrital zircon provenance 
of the western North American passive margin (Gehrels et al., 1995).
The presence of significant amounts of tuff within the upper Hengdan Group, and 
mixed tuff, volcaniclastic sandstone, conglomerate, and volcanic flows within the upper 
Bikou Group is difficult to reconcile with continental rift models. The increase in tuff 
units within the upper portions of the Hengdan stratigraphy and the Bikou arc is difficult 
to explain in the context of a shift from rift to drift, when volcanism typically transitions 
from episodic eruption to continuous oceanic spreading as indicated in the Red Sea 
(Bohannon et al., 1989, Pallister, 1987), and the nascent Atlantic Ocean (Manspeizer and 
Cousminer, 1988). However, tuff and even pyroclastic to hyaloclastic volcanic material 
are common components within many forearc regions, including modem Japan, Alaska, 
and the ancient Great Valley Group (Dickinson, 1995).
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In the Miocene-Pliocene Miura forearc basin of Japan, tuffaceous, scoreaceous and 
pyroclastic volcanic material is interbedded with neritic shelf sediments and shows signs 
of wave reworking. Tuffaceous and pyroclastic material are also common components in 
debris flow units and turbidity currents. In some cases, tuff is interpreted to have 
accumulated by hemipelagic settling or redeposition as dilute turbidity currents following 
eruption, in other cases tuffaceous debris flows and turbidites may have been remobilized 
after initial deposition (Stow et al., 1998). In the case of the Hengdan Group, thick 
tuffaceous intervals seen in the Luotang section may have formed as mixed sand and 
volcanic ash turbidity currents, whereas within the Wenxie section they appear to have 
largely formed as debris flows.
Within the Cretaceous forearc of Baja Mexico, deposits are predominantly fine to 
coarsely crystalline tuffs, tuff breccias, (epidotized) basaltic to andesitic hyaloclastites, 
and non-explosive basalt/andesite flows interbedded with volcaniclastic sandstone and 
shale that were deposited in a deep marine setting (White and Busby-Spera, 1987). The 
presence of these thick, subaqueous deposited tuffs, flows, and minor volcaniclastic 
sediment is interpreted to have formed on the submarine flanks of an active volcano.
This assemblage strongly resembles portions of the upper Bikou Group, where beds up to 
several km thick consist primarily of marine deposited tuff, with strongly epidotized 
and/or chloritized basalt/andesite, and minor amounts of volcaniclastic sandstone and 
conglomerate. In contrast, it is difficult to explain this assemblage within a continental 
rift to drift setting.
The primitive geochemistry of maflc and ultramaflc volcanic units, and bimodality 
within the volcanic stratigraphy of the lower Bikou Group has been the strongest
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evidence for rift provenance. Thick tholeiitic basalt flows, occasionally interbedded with 
rhyolite, and the presence of layered maflc intrusions has been cited as evidence of pre­
rift volcanism, and likened to flood basalt sequences found in regions of extension (Xia et 
al., 1996a, 1996b). However, maflc intrusions with primitive MORB characteristics are 
commonly associated with young arc sequences, forming as supra-subduction, back-arc, 
or intra-arc ophiolites in an extensional arc setting (Dickinson, 1995; Hamilton, 1995). 
Thick sequences of gabbros and peridotites are exposed in association with accreted or 
dissected subduction arcs in the Alps, Pakistan, and Alaska, and are interpreted to have 
formed as lower arc crust (Hamilton, 1995). Therefore, primitive mantle characteristics, 
maflc underplating, and volcanic bimodality may be explained in a rift or volcanic arc 
setting. Conversely, enrichment of LREE’s in the same volcanic sequence, and the 
association of immature arc-related marine sediments is difficult to account for in a 
continental rift setting.
The Bikou terrane is best described as an arc/forearc assemblage based on the 
following lines of evidence: (1) the textural and compositional immaturity of clastic 
deposits within the Bikou terrane, diagnostic of magmatic arc to dissected arc 
provenance, and at odds with rift provenance; (2) the 9 to 15 km thickness of primarily 
volcaniclastic deposits within the Hengdan basin, similar to many forearc basins found 
worldwide in the ancient and modem world, but double the thickness of most syn-rift 
basins; (3) the lengthy duration of volcanism within the Bikou arc spanning at least 70 
Ma., and possibly as much as 140 Ma, which suggests a long-lived continental arc; (4) 
detrital zircon ages that overlap the arc age, but show very few older zircons of 
continental affinity; and (5) the distinctive coarsening upward stratigraphy of the
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Hengdan basin, similar to known forearc stratigraphy but unlike fining-upward passive 
margin stratigraphy. These lines of evidence alone are in stark contrast to rift sequences, 
and make the correlation between the Bikou terrane and a continental breakup sequence 
highly unlikely.
A number of features common within continental arc sequences are missing in the 
Bikou terrane, most notably an accretionary wedge of Late Proterozoic age. Forearc 
basins generally tend to fill over time and transition from deep marine to shallow marine 
or terrestrial sedimentation, although it is possible for a forearc basin to remain unfilled 
throughout its history (Dickinson and Seely, 1979). It is possible that some of the 
volcaniclastic sediment within the upper Bikou Group was deposited in a shallow marine 
setting, however, sedimentary structures to confirm this are generally lacking. Given the 
fact that major terrane bounding and terrane crossing faults surrounding the Bikou terrane 
may have been caused by left lateral “escape” following the North and South China Plate 
collision (Burchfiel et al., 1995; Wang et al., 2003), the Bikou terrane may be regarded as 
a displaced and fragmented terrane. Additional elements of the Bikou arc system may 
have been similarly displaced, or remain buried under thick Phanerozoic cover.
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TECTONIC IMPLICATIONS OF LATE PROTEROZOIC SUBDUCTION ALONG 
THE NORTH YANGTZE BLOCK MARGIN 
The establishment of accurate age control and the determination of tectonic setting for 
the Bikou terrane has profound implications for the Late Proterozoic tectonic history of 
the Yangtze Plate. In recent years much debate has surrounded the timing of continental 
separation responsible for the establishment of the Late Proterozoic through Early 
Paleozoic passive margin of South China, and whether or not South China was part of the 
super-continent Rodinia. Until recently, the lack of reliable paleomagnetic data coupled 
with poor age control of South China Precambrian sedimentary sequences, volcanic 
intrusions and metamorphic events has led to the omission of the South China Block from 
many Rodinia reconstructions. Popular reconstructions such as SWEAT (Moores, 1991) 
and AUSWUS (Karlstrom et al., 1999) make no mention of South China. However, 
many researchers have concluded that South China likely was a part of the Late 
Proterozoic supercontinent based on recent paleomagnetic data and stratigraphie links (Li 
et al., 1995, 1999; Piper and Zhang, 1997; Zhang and Piper, 1997; Evans et al., 2000). 
Understanding the tectonic provenance and age of deposits found near the margin of the
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South China Plate provides a means to evaluate recent Late Proterozoic plate 
reconstructions incorporating South China.
Rodinia is generally regarded as having been assembled during the ca. 1.1 to 0.9 Ga 
Grenville orogeny, and incorporated Laurentia, Australia, India, and portions of Africa, 
South America, and Eurasia. More controversial is the timing of Rodinia breakup, which 
led to major plate reorganization and the establishment of numerous passive margin 
sequences worldwide. Currently this debate has focused on whether breakup occurred 
earlier, ca. 850-700 Ma, or later, ca. 650 Ma to Early Cambrian. Debate has also focused 
on whether rifting took place simultaneously across Rodinia, or was diachronous, given 
conflicting stratigraphie and geochronological evidence.
The South China Plate is composed of the Yangtze craton to the west, and the 
Cathaysia craton to the east, with current debate on whether their suturing occurred 
during the Grenville, ca. 1 Ga (Li et al. 2002), or later at approximately 800 Ma (Zhao 
and Cawood 1999; Gu et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2002b). Li (1999) obtained similar 
SHRIMP and conventional U-Pb zircon ages from peraluminous granites along the suture 
between the Yangtze and Cathaysia Plates, ranging from 824 ±4, to 819 + 9 Ma, which 
were interpreted as final suturing. Recent conventional U-Pb and ion-microprobe U-Pb 
dating has constrained the age of volcanic assemblages along the northern and western 
Yangtze Plate as approximately 840 Ma, to 720 Ma, although there is strong debate as to 
whether volcanism during the Late Proterozoic was formed in a subduction setting, or a 
intra-cratonic extensional setting.
However, a number of recent studies indicate that volcanism along the Yangtze Plate 
margin during the interval of ca. 850 to 720 Ma is the result of subduction rather than
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rifting. Zhou and others (2002a) dated volcanic assemblages along the northern margin 
of the Yangtze Plate in the vicinity of the Bikou terrane using SHRIMP U-Pb of zircon 
indicate that magmatism was active from at least ca. 820 to 780 Ma. Furthermore, 
geochemistry of mafic volcanism within these localities indicates enrichment in LREE 
and Pb, suggesting continental arc magmatism (Zhou et al., 2002a). A similar study by 
Zhou and others (2002b) along the western margin of the Yangtze Plate indicates 
magmatism was active from approximately 868 + 10 Ma to 717 ± 10 Ma, and is 
interpreted to have formed in an island arc or continental arc setting.
Stratigraphie evidence from numerous sources suggests that Rodinia breakup did not 
occur until the latest Precambrian. A 750 Ma breakup time has been inferred by many 
researchers based upon dike swarms in Australia, and from Sturtian glacial deposits 
intermixed with syn-rift deposits in many parts of the world. Recent U-Pb microprobe 
zircon dating of volcanic rocks interbedded with Sturtian glacial rocks in Idaho has 
revealed an age o f685 + 7 Ma, which is much younger than the generally accepted 750 to 
700 Ma age for Sturtian glacial deposits (Lund et al., 2003). Although dike swarms and 
syn-rift deposits in numerous locations worldwide have been taken as evidence of 
continental separation events, in some cases these deposits may indicate extension 
without continental separation.
An excellent example of this situation is revealed along the western Laurentian 
margin, where evidence exists for ca. 1 Ga, ca. 700 Ma, and ca. 600 to Early Cambrian 
rift-related volcanism and sedimentation. However, despite these multiple episodes, the 
only undeniable evidence for continental separation is the formation of long-lived, thick, 
passive margin marine sedimentation. Thermal subsidence curves for the early Paleozoic
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passive margin sequences of both the southwestern U.S. and the southern Canadian 
Rockies indicate separation occurred during the latest Precambrian to Early Cambrian 
(Bond et al., 1984, 1985; Bond and Kominz, 1984; Levy and Christie-Blick 1991). Prave 
(1999) also remarked on a major unconformity separating syn-rift deposits of the lower 
Pahrump Group, and syn-rift deposits of the upper Pahrump Group overlapped by passive 
margin deposits as evidence for an earlier failed rift event along the western Laurentian 
margin.
Evidence for latest Precambrian to Early Cambrian rifting comes also from the 
Siberian passive margin, where volcanism and syn-extensional faulting occurred in the 
Early Cambrian, near the base of the passive margin succession (Pelechaty, 1996; Sears 
and Price, 2003). By correlating Grenville-aged belts across Siberia and western 
Laurentia, and using paleontological evidence. Sears and Price (2003) conclude that 
Siberia rifted from western North America rather than South China, Australia or 
Antarctica. Recent U-Pb SHRIMP detrital zircon dating from the Beardmore Group in 
Antarctica indicates a predominance of first-cycle Latest Precambrian to Early Cambrian 
zircons in early passive margin deposits (645-525 Ma), reflecting rift-related magmatism 
(Goodge et al., 2002). In addition, mafic intrusions that had earlier been taken as 
evidence for ca. 750 Ma rifting were re-dated, and found to be 668 ± 1 Ma. These new 
data shed doubt on earlier hypotheses that Australia and Antarctica separated at ca. 750 
Ma. Paleomagnetic constraints and dike swarm ages from Norway indicate opening of 
the lapetus between Baltica and Laurentia at approximately 600 Ma (Torsvik et al.,
1995).
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The recent “younging” of rift-related events based on more modem geochronological 
techniques as evidenced by Lund and others (2003), and Goodge and others (2002), 
indicates that rift related events dated by Rb-Sr, K-Ar, and Sm-Nd methods should be re­
examined. Growing evidence of Latest Precambrian to Early Cambrian continental 
separation increasingly sheds doubt on theories for older Rodinia breakup ages, as well as 
current estimates for South China rifting. The possibility that volcanism and 
sedimentation hypothesized to be rift-related, is in fact subduction related also sheds 
doubt on the “missing-link” theory, and tends to support Late Proterozoic supercontinent 
reconstructions that place South China in a marginal, rather than intra-cratonic position, 
as postulated by Hoffman (1991) or the Rodinia alternative “Paleopangea” of Piper 
(2000).
The question remains however, if the ca. 850-700 Ma volcanism along the margin of 
the Yangtze Plate is subduction related, when did rifting to form the passive margin of 
South China take place? Currently, the initiation of the South China passive margin is 
poorly constrained, but if the subduction theory is correct, it could be assumed to have 
formed subsequent to the shut-off of subduction related magmatism ca. 705 Ma. A series 
of small mafic dike swarms intruding the Bikou Group have yielded '*°Ar/^^Ar ages 
ranging fi-om 660 + 2 Ma, to 650 + 4 Ma (Yan, unpublished data ). These ages roughly 
overlap the poorly constrained Sm-Nd ages of 764 ±164 Ma. for the Wudang Group, 
another volcanic complex located on the north margin of the Yangtze craton (Zhou et al., 
1999; Zhang and Zhou, 1999). Although these data are sparse, they suggest a possible 
younger rifting age for South China.
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Another unanswered question is, did collision with Rodinia or another micro-plate 
end subduction? Little evidence exists of a collision following subduction that produced 
the Bikou terrane, in the form of widespread metamorphism. However, as the highly 
complex Phanerozoic metamorphic history for the Qinling Mountains has largely 
overprinted older structures and fabrics. Late Proterozoic metamorphism and structures 
would be difficult to distinguish. Zhou and others (2002b) theorized that South China 
may have been an isolated micro-continent, and that shut off of magmatism may have 
caused the Yangtze margin to subside and become passive. This explanation seems 
unlikely however, as all contemporaneous passive margins apparently evolved from 
continental rifling. Obviously a great deal of future work must be performed to discover 
whether collision followed subduction, if rifting led to passive margin sedimentation and 
precisely when, and if in fact subduction rather than rift-related tectonics characterize 
Yangtze margin deposits during the 850 to 700 Ma interval of the Late Proterozoic.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The modem Qinling Mountains of central China are the product of a complex history 
involving Paleozoic to Mesozoic continental collision between the North and South 
China Plates, and rejuvenation of structures and uplift due to Pacific subduction and far- 
field collisions in Southeast Asia and the Tibetan Plateau. Revealed within Precambrian 
basement uplifts along the margin of South China are a series of volcano-sedimentary 
terranes, conflictingly interpreted to represent either continental subduction, or 
continental rifting during the Late Proterozoic.
Recent studies of the Late Proterozoic Bikou terrane have created a similar 
controversy, as researchers have principally used geochemistry to interpret continental 
rift provenance and continental arc from a thick complex of mafic to felsic rocks known 
as the Bikou Group. Recent SHRIMP U-Pb dating of zircon from the Bikou arc has 
identified volcanic stratigraphy ranging from approximately 840 to 770 Ma in age (Yan, 
unpublished data, 2002). Largely overlooked from the discussion of tectonic provenance 
has been the minor interbedded marine volcanic rocks within the Bikou arc, and an 
adjacent thick volcaniclastic marine basin known as the Hengdan Group.
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The Hengdan Group comprises a 10 to 15 km thick succession of volcaniclastic sand- 
rich turbidites. Facies associations range from hemipelagic basin-plain and fan-fringe 
deposits near the base of the succession, and prograde through outer fan, mid-fan and 
finally to inner fan in a coarsening upward progression. Epiclastic tuff is common within 
the upper portion of the sequence. Paleocurrents within the Hengdan Group imply south 
to north transport (i.e., from the direction of the Bikou arc). SHRIMP U-Pb dates on 
detrital zircon from the upper Hengdan Group indicate an age range of 830 to 700 Ma, 
largely overlapping previous ages obtained from the Bikou arc.
Comparisons of the Hengdan Group with many well-known forearc and rifr-to-drifr 
phase sedimentary sequences imply that the Hengdan basin is best described as a forearc 
basin. This interpretation is based on the extreme thickness of immature, volcaniclastic 
sediments, lack of terrestrial or marginal marine sedimentation, the coarsening upward 
trend, and a detrital zircon population with only a very minor component of older 
continental derived zircons. These features are similar to features observed within the 
Mesozoic Great Valley forearc basin of California and other forearc sequences, and are 
distinctly incongruent with rift sedimentation. Comparisons with the Red Sea rift, the 
Mesozoic Atlantic rift, and the Paleo-Pacific rift of western North America indicate that 
rift sequences commonly preserve early terrestrial and marginal marine sequences, show 
deepening and fining upward, and contain mature siliciclastic sediment largely derived 
from continental sources.
Currently, controversy exists regarding the tectonic provenance of many Late 
Proterozoic volcano-sedimentary terranes located along the northern and western margin 
of the South China (Yangtze) Plate. Volcanism during the interval of 850 to 750 Ma has
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been taken as evidence of a volcanic plume preceding the breakup of Rodinia (Li et al., 
1999). Alternatively, this same volcanism has been taken as evidence for a large-scale 
continental arc (Zhou et al., 2002a, 2002b). The recognition of the Bikou terrane as a 
continental arc/forearc favors the latter theory.
If the northern and western margins of the Yangtze Plate prove to have hosted a long- 
lived Late Proterozoic continental arc/forearc system, it will have implications for 
Rodinia reconstructions that include the South China Block. The presence of subduction 
invalidates the “missing link” theory of Li and others (1995), which places the South 
China Plate in an intra-cratonic setting during the Late Proterozoic. Long-lived 
subduction may prove that South China was not a part of Rodinia, as suggested by Zhou 
and others (2002b), or may prove that South China formed part of the margin of Rodinia. 
Alternately, South China may have accreted relatively late in the history of the Late 
Proterozoic supercontinent. If this proves to be the case, the identification of Late 
Proterozoic arcs may provide yet another tool for supercontinent correlation and 
reconstruction.
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APPENDIX I
LEGEND FOR DETAILED AND CONTINUOUS SECTIONS 
LUOTANG CONTINUOUS SECTION PART 1-16 
Appendix I contains the legend used for all sections within this manuscript, as well as 
the compilation of the complete 15.6 km thick Luotang Continuous Section. The purpose 
of the continuous sections is to depict variation in gross grain size of siliciclastic 
sediment within the basin, provide thickness estimates for the basin, show stratigraphie 
trends, and to show the locations of key sedimentologic or tectonic structures and 
samples.
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Appendix I. Legend for use with detailed and continuous sections.
The legend contains colors and symbols used to  Illustrate lithology and sedimentological 
structures within detailed and continuous sections th roughout this manuscript.
LEGEND
SANDSTONE
SILTSTONE E l
UTHOLOGY
MUDSTONE ^  CONGLOMERATE g  S s ^ O N  
COVERED
i
- CROSSBEDDING
- NORMAL GRADING
PHYSICAL STRUCTURES
o  - LENTICULAR BEDDING 
- FAULT
-CONVOLUTE/ 
DISTURBED BEDDING
- PEBBLES/ 
GRANULES
LITHOLOGiC ACCESSORIES 
Py - PYRITE ---------  RIP-UP CLASTS
Appendix I
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 1 of 16
Grain Size Structures & 
Accessories
. cobble
vcmfvl  slk
Hii i i i r
■ pebble 
-granule 
' sand
day
REMARKS
Meters
Py
Black, thinly bedded  m udstone.
^  Interval of thinly bedded  fine to  m edium - 
grained sandstone, in terbedded  with black 
m udstone
—Greenish-gray, thinly b edded  siltstone with 
m udstone interbeds. Approximate location 
of DETAILED SECTION 1.
 Steeply north dipping fault near Lianghekou.
 Black, thinly bedded  m udstone.
—Black m udstone with m inor convolute 
bedding  and pyrite. SAMPLE 02LT10. 
Pinkish-gray, fine-grained felsic sill. 
SAMPLE 02LT9.
-Thinly bedded  and lam inated black 
m udstone with minor silitstone.
- Base of Hengdan,Thin beds o f fine-grained 
sandstone and m udstone above steeply 
south  dipping fault
Appendix I
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 2 of 16
Grain Size
v c m f v
l
cobble
pebble
granule
sand
sRt
clay
Structures & 
Accessories
REMARKS
loool 
Meters
- Biack, thinly bedded m udstone with thin 
interfoeds of fine-grained sandstone.
- Black m udstone with stringers and  interbeds 
of fine-grained sandstone SAMPLE 02LT13.
- Vegetation covered interval
- Fine-grained sandstone and  m udstone 
interfoeds continue. Pyrite com mon.
- Thin, planar beds o f fine-grained sandstone 
with m udstone interfoeds.
SAMPLE 021112
- Black,thinly laminated m udstone with beds 
o f fine-grained sandstone Contains pyrite.
- Thinly bedded, fine to  medium-grained 
sandstone with m udstone interfoeds.
SAMPLE 02LT11
. Thinly bedded siltstone with m udstone 
Interfoeds.
- Bluish-black m udstone with m inor siltstone. 
Approximate location of DETAILED SECTION 2.
Appendix I
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 3 of 16
Grain Size
vcmfv
  cobble
  pebble
  granule
sand
—  sat 
P  day
Structures & 
Accessories
REMARKS
2950
2900
2850
2800
2750
2700
2650
^00
2590
2500
2450
2400
2350
2300
2250
2200
2150
2100
2050
2000
Meters
—Thin, fine-grained sandstone stringers and 
small lenses with m udstone Interbeds.
 Black, thinly bedded m udstone.
-Thinly bedded  m udstone and siltstone.
-Interval of siltstone, m udstone and fine to  
medium-grained sandstone interbeds.
ens capped by thinly bedded, planar, fine­
grained sandstone containing pyrite.
"A M ed ium -g ra ined  sandstone channel truncating 
\  underlying finer beds. DETAILED SECTION 3
Cfilack mudstone, slightly calcareous.
-intervals o f thinly bedded siltstone within finely 
laminated mudstone.
 Bluish-black m udstone with siltstone interbeds.
 Biuish-black, thinly bedded  m udstone with
som e silty m udstone beds.
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 4 of 16
Grain Size
' cobble 
' pebble 
■ granule 
' sand
vcmfv sit
P  cl ay
Structures & 
Accessories
REMARKS
3950
3900
3830
%00
3750
3700
3050
3600
3530
3500
3450
3400
3350
3300
3230
3200
3150
3100
^50
30001
Meters
- Interval o f village o f Luotang, section not 
measurecL Outcrops In village o f dominantly 
thinly bedded siltstone.
Thin to  moderately thick beds o f fine to  
medium-grained sandstone.
-Thinly bedded, planar, fine-grained sandstone. 
Sequence coarsens upward.
 Thinly bedded m udstone coarsens upward to
dominantly thinly bedded  siltstone.
-Thin, planar beds of fine to  m edium-grained 
sandstone.
Interval o f coarse to  m edium-grained sandstone, 
am algam ated beds up  to  several m  thick. 
SAMPLES 02Lt14  & 02LT1S 
Thick interval o f thinly bedded  m udstone.
-Thin lenses of fine-grained sandstone.
-Thin interbeds o f  fine-grained sandstone and 
m udstone.
Appendix I
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 5 of 16
G rain Size
vcmfv
4
 cobble
 pebble
 granule
sand
  silt
P  day
S tru c tu re s  & 
A ccessories
REMARKS
4950
4900
4850
4800
4750
4700
4650
4600
4530
4500
4430
4400
4330
4300
4230
4200
4150
4100
4050
4000
— Alternating planar beds of m edium  to  coarse­
grained sandstone. A few lenticular beds 
d iscem abte
Alternating tfiin to  m oderately thick beds of 
coarse to  medium-grained sandstone. Shaly 
^ r ip -u p s  visible
.^V ery coarse-grained pebbly sandstone bed 
displaying normal grading.
\
Thick, slightly lenticular beds o f  m edium  to 
coarse-grained sandstone. Normal grading and 
volcanic pebbles near base.
Approximate location o f  DETAILED SECTION 4.
\
Lenticular beds o f m edium -grained sandstone^ 
truncate underlying siltstone beds.
Thin, planar beds of siltstone^ with lenticular 
bed o f medium-grained sa n * to n e . Contains 
small pyrite cubes.
 Interval c f  the village of Luotang. Section not
measured. Scattered outcrops o f thinly bedded  
sandstone and siltstone.
Meters
Appendix 1
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 6 of 16
G rain Size
■ cobble 
- pebble
-granule 
■ sand
vcmfv  slit
P  day
S tru c tu re s  & 
A ccessories
REMARKS
5950
5900
5050
^00
5750
5700
5050
5600
5550
5500
5450
5400
5350
5300
5250
5200
5150
5100
5050
5000
-Thinly bedded siltstone.
-Covered interval, with some exposures of 
possible fault gouge.
-Thinly interbedded siltstone and fine-grained 
sandstone.
-Thin interbeds of  siitstone and mudstone. 
-Vegetation-covered interval.
-  Interval of planar, thin bedded fine to  medium- 
grained sandstone and siltstone.
-Interval of planar, thin to  thick amalgamated 
beds of dominantly coarse-grained sandstone. 
Small pyrite cubes visible.
-Recent landslide covered interval.
-Interval of thin to thick amalgamated beds of 
dominantly coarse-grained sandstone. Planar 
to tangential crossbeds common.
Meters
Appendix I
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 7 of 16
G rain Size
-cobble
vcmfv
-pebble 
-granule 
'sand 
silt
|~ day
S tru c tu re s  & 
A ccessories
REMARKS
W50
6900
6850
6800
6750
6700
6650
6600
6550
6500
6450
6400
6350
6300
6250
6200
6150
6100
6050
60001
Meters
o
e»
— Moderately thick planar beds o f m edium  to  
coarse-grained sandstone.
 Thin planar beds of m edium  to  coarse-grained
sandstone.
Thin planar beds of medium-grained sandstone.
- Altemating planar beds o f fine to  medium- 
grained sandstone.
“ Thinly bedded, planar, sandstone beds, 
alternating from fine to  m edium-grained.
—Thinly bedded, planar, sandstone b ec k  
alternating from m edium  to  coarse-grained.
— Vegetation covered interval.
— Lenticular beds of coarse-grained sandstone^ 
with som e planar fine to  m edium -grained beds.
 Planar,thinly bedded,fine-grained sandstone.
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 8 of 16
G rain Size
cobble
pebble
granule
sand
vcmfv —  sHtP  day
S tru c tu re s  & 
A ccesso ries
REMARKS
Vvso
7900
7050
7M0
7750
7700
7«SD
7600
7550
7500
7450
7400
7350
7300
7250
7200
7150
7100
7050
7000
Meters
»
- Alternating interbeds of black siltstone and 
fine-grained sandstone.
-Thinly bedded siltstone, with alternating beds 
o f fine-grained sandstone^ 4  to  5 cm  thick.
— Bluish-black, thinly bedded  siltstone.
Approximate location o f DETAiLED SECTION S.
—— Thinly bedded siltstone with pyrite cubes.
—Thinly bedded black m udstone. Contains minor 
fault with a few m eters o f observed offeeL
.Thinly bedded  siltstone and  fine-grained 
sandstone
-Thinly bedded black mudstone.
-Interval o f of thinly bedded siltstone and f in e  
grained sandstone.
-Thinly bedded black m udstone.
-  Thin to  moderately thick beds of coarse-grained 
sandstone.
-Thin alternating beds o f fine to  m edium-grained 
sandstone.
-Thin planar beds of fine to  medium-grained 
sandkone,dom inantly  medium-grained.
Appendix I
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 9 of 16
G rain  Size
- cobble
■ pebble 
- granule
sand 
vcmfv P  day
S tru c tu re s  & 
A ccesso ries
REMARKS
%50
«900
«890
«800
«750
8700
«650
«600
«550
8500
«450
«400
8350
«300
«250
«200
8150
8100
«050
«oool
Meters
[
■ Py
j
Py
"Thinly b ed d e d  fine^grained san d sto n e
-Thick Interval o f planar, thinly b e d d e d  medium- 
grained sandstone Beds from  5 to  10 cm  thick.
-Planar, thinly b e d d e d  mediurrt-grained 
sandstone, with lenses o f  m edium -grained 
san d sto n e  Displays normal grading.
Thin tabular beds of mecfium-grained
"san d sto n e  Contains stacked lenses and 
displays normal grading.
-Thin interbeds o f fine to  medium-grained 
sandstone
-Tabular, normally g rad e d  thin beds o f f in e  
grained sandstone
-Thin interbeds of siltstone and  sandstone. 
Normal grading com m on, along with small 
pyrite cubes.
-Thin interbeds of siltstone an d  fine-grained 
san d sto n e  Normal grading discernable.
Appendix I
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 10 o f 16
Grain Size
cobble 
pebble 
granule 
sand 
vcmfv'  _  s#l- r
[~  clay
Structures & 
Accessories
REMARKS
«50  
« 0 0  
«50  
« 0 0  
9750 
9700 
«50  
« 0 0  
«50  
« 0 0  
0450 
0400 
0350 
0300 
0250 
0200 
0150 
0100 
«50  
« 00: 
Meters
Po
-Repetitious interval o f  planar, thinly b ed d e d  
medium-grained sandstone.
-Fine-grained sandstone fining upward to  
siltstone.
-M oderately thick, coarse-grained sandstone, 
in fining upward sequence.
 Moderately thick beds of coarse-grained
sandstone,fining upward to  fine-grained 
sandstone.
~ \-T h in , planar beds o f m edium-grained 
sandstone.
 Thin interbeds of fine to  medium-grained
sandstone. Some rip-up dasts  present.
—Thin, planar beds of medium-grained 
sandstone small pyrite cubes com mon.
—Thinly bedded siltstone^
~\_T hin ly  bedded, m edium-grained sandstone
Thin interbeds of planar,fine-grained 
V  sandstone coarsening upward to  coarse­
grained  sandstone. SAMPLE 02LT19.
Appendix I
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 11 of 16
Grain Size
. v c m f v  I
iiiiïiil r
cobble
pebble
granule
sand
sit
clay
Structures & 
Accessories
REMARKS
10950
10900
10850
10800
10750
10700
10550
10600
10550
10500
10450
10400
10350
10300
10250
10200
10150
10100
10050
10000
-Moderately thick beds of tabular, medium- 
grained sandstone. Displays normal grading.
-Thinly bedded, fine-grained sandstone.
-Thin planar beds of fine-grained sandstone 
with some thin beds of medium-grained 
sandstone.
-Thinly bedded, planar, fine to very fine-grained 
sandstone.
- Approximate location of DETAILED SECTION 6.
-Planar, thinly beddecl medium-grained 
sandstone.
-Planar, thinly bedded, fine-grained 
sandstone.
-Thinly beddect medium grained sandstone, 
with some Moderately thick, medium-grained 
sandstone beds. Contains pyrite.
-Thick interval of planar, thinly beddecl fine­
grained sandstone.
Meters
Appendix I
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 12 of 16
G rain Size
vcmfv
-cobble
■ pebble 
-granule
■ sand 
'silt
P  day
S tru c tu re s  & 
A ccessories
REMARKS
11950
11900
11850
11800
11750
11700
11650
11600
11550
11500
11450
11400
11350
11300
11290
11200
11150
11100
11050
110003
Meters
V t •' 1 • L ̂ j • t' ' ■ IIT*»
Ï
..
[
Coarse-grained lenticular sandstone. 
—SAMPLE 02LT29. DETAILED SECTION a
Thinly bedded fine to  medium-grained 
^ - s a n d s to n e
Vegetation covered interval.
-Thinly bedded,fine-grained sandstone.
last-supported, volcanic pebble conglomerate. 
SAMPLE 02LT25
Thick, tabular beds o f coarse to  very coarse­
grained, am algam ated sandstone
^X^Thinly bedded fine to  medium-grained 
sandstone SAMPLE 02LT24 
Thin, planar beds of fine-grained sandstone
" ''''M o d e ra te  to  thick beds o f tabular, am algam ated, 
coarse-grained san d sto n e
 Approximate location o f DETAiLED SECTION 7.
 Interval o f  thickly bedded,am algam ated, coarse­
grained sandstone Contains pyrite and pebbles 
near b a s e  SAMPLES 02LT22 & 02LT23
" \-T h lc k ,tabular beds ofm edium  to  coarse-grained 
sandstone Contains granules near base, normal 
grading and som e rip-up clasts.
SAMPLES 02LT20 & 02LT21.
-Thin planar beds of medium-grained sandstone.
Appendix I
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 13 of 16
G rain  Size
cobble
pebble
granule
sand
vcmfv   slit[~ day
S tru c tu re s  & 
A ccessories
REMARKS
12950:
12900:
12850:
12800;
12750:
12700;
12B50
12600;
12550
12900:
12450
12400:
12350:
12300:
12250
12200;
12150:
12100:
12050:
12000:
Meters
. . . .
\ u-~
T “ ~ “ ~
E
r.% ;
±
m m  
. « . '« . .
1 . . . . . . . . .
L*.
L I
n ijThr * Ml I
, „ r ,
. Interval o f alternating coarse to  finegrained  
sandstone, with som e rip-up clasts.
" V
- Thin, planar beds of fine to  coarse-grained 
sandstone.
- Thin planar beds of medium -grained sandstone
- Thin to  modertaely thick beds of medium- 
grained sandstone.
Thick, planar beds o f normal-graded,
- coarse-grained sandstone.
Thinly bedded, planar,fine-grained sandstone 
. with som e siltstone beds. Contains several 
tuflaceous beds. SAMPLES 02LT31,02LT32. 
&02LT33.
Thinly bedded, planar fine to  m edium-grained 
' sand^ne.
. Thinly bedded fine-grained sandstone with 
som e siltstone beds.
- Thin, planar beds o f medium  to  fine-grained 
sandÂone, with som e siltstene beds. Contains 
Tuffaceous bed. SAMPLE 02LT30.
C oarse-grained san d s to n e  w ith  large-scale 
epsilon cross-bedding. SAMPLE 02LT29.
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 14 of 16
Grain Size
  cobble
—  pebble
—  granule
—  sand
—  silt 
[~ clayvcmfv
Structures & 
Accessories
REMARKS
13950
13900
13850
13800
13750
13700
13050
13600
13550
13500
13450
13400
13350
13300
13250
13200
13150
13100
13050
130001
Meters
■ Thin, planar beds of m edium-grained 
sandstone.
- Moderately to  thickly b e d d e d  m edium  grained 
sandstone. Tuffaceous bed near to p  of unit. 
SAMPLE 02LT37.
- Thinly b ed d e d  medium-grained sandstone 
with two tuffaceous beds.
■ Tabular beds o f very coarse-grained sandstone. 
SAMPLE 02LT36
A .
1
Thinly bedded siltstone with tu f ^ e o u s  bed. 
SAMPLE 02LT3S
V:
Thin to  moderately thick beds o f coarse to 
very coarse-grained sandstone. Display normal 
grading.
Thinly b ed d e d  planar, fine to  m edium-grained 
sandstone
Thinly bedded siltstone with tuffaceous bed.
- Thinly b ed d e d  planar, m edium-grained 
sandstone color changes from green-gray 
to  blue-gray.
. Alternating thin planar, fine to  m edium grained 
sandstone beds.
' Moderately thick, tabular beds ofcoarse to  
medium  grained san d sto n e  Displays 
Normal grad ing  a n d  con ta ins rip-ups.
SAMPLE 02LT34
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 15 of 16
Grain Size
______ cobble
---------  pebble
---------- granule
r   sand
vcrnT ~  silt 
I day
S tru c tu re s  & 
A ccesso ries
REMARKS
14950
14900
14850
14800
14750
14700
14650
14600
14550
14500
14450
14400
14350
14300
14250
14200
14150
14100
14050
140001
Meters
Pu
i
 Thick planar, normal-graded, coarse-grained
sandstone.
 Thick, planar, normal graded beds o f very coarse
sandstone. Contains pebbly sandstone beds.
. Planar, thick beds o fcoarse grained sandstone. 
Displays normal grading. SAMPLE 02LT40
. Planar, thickly bedded, m edium-grained 
sandstone.
 Planar, moderately thick beds o f medium-
grained sandstone.
 Thick beds of normal-graderL coarse-grained
sandstone: SAMPLE 02LT39
\ Planar, thin to  moderately thick bedded, medium-grained sandstone
Planar, thickly bedded, medium-grained 
sandstone.
Planar, thickly beddecl coarse-grained 
sandstone.
Moderately thick bedded  coarse-grained 
■ sandstone
• Thin to  moderately thick b ed d e d  medium- 
grained sandstone. SAMPLE 02LT38
M oderate to  thickly b e d d e d  coarse-grained 
sandstone.
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Luotang Continuous Section Part 16 of 16
Grain Size
vcmfv — dw
cobble
pebble
granule
sand
-H
Structures & 
Accessories
REMARKS
15950 
15900 
15850 
15800 
15750 
15700 
15650 
15600 
15550 
15500 
15450 
15400 
15350 
15300 
15250 
15200 
15150 
15100 
15050
Meters
 Top n o t m easured du e  to  Increasing
d a m n a tio n  near th e  FT fau lt Outcrops 
o f typically coarse-grained sandstone 
and conglomerate.
\
-Thin, planar,coarse-grained sandstone.
Vegetation covered interval.
Planar, moderately thick beds of medium- 
~ \^ g ra in e d  sandstone.
Thick, planar beds o f coarse-grained sandstone. 
-% contains a tufi% eous bed. SAMPLE 021T42
Fine-grained, reworked tuff, bed 10 m thick.
-Thick, pebbly to  granular sandstone. Displays 
normal grading and tw o tuflaceous beds.
 Thick, planar beds o f coarse-grained sandstone.
Thick, planar, normal g rad ed  very coarse to  
granular sandstone.
Resedimented tuff interval up to  20 m thick. 
SAMPLE 02LT41
Thick, planar beds o f normal graded, coarse­
grained sandstone.
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APPENDIX n
WENXm CONTINUOUS SECTION PART 1-4 
Appendix II contains the complete 3.2 km thick Wenxie continuous section. The 
purpose of the continuous sections is to depict variation in gross grain size of siliciclastic 
sediment within the basin, provide thickness estimates for the basin, show stratigraphie 
trends, and to show the locations of key sedimentologic or tectonic structures and 
samples. Symbols, patterns, and colors used to depict lithology are keyed to the legend 
provided in Appendix I.
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Wenxie Continuous Section Part 1 of 4
Grain Size
-cobble
pebble 
—  granule 
sand 
vcmfv slit
Win
r
Structures & 
Accessories
REMARKS
« 0
wo
050
800
750
700
650
600
550
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
ISO
too
50
Py
Py/*/v%
J !.•* -j
lO py
is m s m s m s is is m
Meters
-Thinly bedded and  lam inated fine-grained 
sandstone. Contains small pyrite cu b es
—Thinly lam inated fine to  very fine grained 
sandstone. Contains small pyrite cu b e s
 Black m udstone with minor convolute bedding.
Possibly of tectonic origin. Contains pyrite.
-—Covered interval with inferred fault. Fault 
separates Guanjiagou Fm from Hengdan Group.
—Thinly bedded, black m udstone with small 
pyrite cubes.
Interbeds of m atrix-supported cobble 
-conglom erate, and planar beds of pebbly 
sandstone
-Thinly bedded black m udstone with small 
pyrite cubes.
—Thick, planar beds of internally disorganized 
pebbly sandstone.
Base is fault against Paleozoic carbonate.
Lowest beds are matrix supported conglom erate 
with muddy m atrix
Appendix U
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Wenxie Continuous Section Part 2 of 4
G rain Size
vcmfv
— cobble
— pebble
— granule 
sand
“  silt
P day
S tru c tu re s  & 
A ccesso ries
REMARKS
1950
1900
1830
1800
1730
1700
1630
1600
1550
1500
1450
1400
1330
1300
1230
1200
1150
1100
1050
1000
m m
m :
I- - — Py
Py
Py
Py
Py
Py
Py
ji'u'u'u'i 
 ■--------
Meters
-Thinly bedded, highly repetitious mudstone, 
contains abundant small black pyrite cubes, and 
a sooty carbon residue.
-Thinly bedded mudstone; with some beds of 
siltstone or silty mudstone.
- Thinly bedded black siltstone and mudstone. 
Contains abundant pyrite.
-Thinly bedded,fine-grained sandstone; 
interspersed with some thin beds of medium- 
grained sandstone.
-Thinly bedded, black siltstone, with abundant 
small pyrite cubes.
-Thinly bedded and laminateclfine-grained 
sandstone, with some slightly thicker beds 
of medium-grained sandstone.
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Wenxie Continuous Section Part 3 of 4
G rain Size
cobble
pebble
granule
sand
sût
clay
S tru c tu re s  & 
A ccessories
REMARKS
^50
2900
2850
2800
2750
2700
2630
2600
2550
2500
2430
2400
2330
2300
2250
2200
2150
2100
2050
2000
Meters
*ssr
&
|Py
jpy
jpv
jpy
jpg
fpg
iPy
-Thinly bedded mudstone;bedding highly 
contorted due to tectonism.
-Thinly bedded mudstone, with increasing 
silty mudstone beds. Bedding appears 
deformed.
Thinly bedded mudstone;color changes from 
black to  green. Pyrite abundant
-Thinly bedded mudstone, pyrite cubes 
abundant
-Finely laminated black m udstone with abundant 
small pyrite cubes and a black, sooty carbon 
residue.
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W enxie C o n tin u o u s  S ec tio n  P art 4  o f  4
REMARKSS tru c tu re s  & 
A ccessories
G rain Size
—  cobble
—  pebble
  granule
  sand
sit
I day
vcmfv
3850
%0O
■3700
3550
 Fault cuts section, end of measured section.
Mudstone beds continue for substantial 
distance.
Air»'—
■ ■Highly folded and contorted mudstone. Quartz veins abundant
Vegetation covered interval.3̂100
 Thinly bedded mudstone^ beds folded and
contorted. Pyrite common.
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APPENDIX m
GEOCHRONOLOGIC DATA 
Appendix HI contains additional data used to calculate the detrital zircons ages 
presented in Chapter 4. Ion microprobe data was obtained at the Stanford/USGS 
SHRIMP-RG laboratory in Stanford, California. All reported ages have been adjusted by 
a ^°^Pb/^°^b correction factor.
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APPENDIX III. U/Pb SHRIMP data
Sample U (ppm) Th(ppm) 238jĵ 20«pjj error 207pb/206pjj error ^ ’Pb/“ ®U error Age l(j error
02LT41-1 234.20 152.58 7.1389 0.0397 0.0664 0.0009 1.2837 0.0195 845.2 4.4
02LT41-2 84.75 154.76 7.6338 0.0696 0.0661 0.0015 1.2041 0.0304 794.0 6.8
02LT41-3 70.35 39.63 7.1586 0.0747 0.0672 0.0018 1.3381 0.0380 845.0 8.3
02LT41-4 79.99 97.80 7.3311 0.0816 0.0670 0.0016 1.2007 0.0400 821.5 8.7
02LT41-5 271.12 180.21 8.2470 0.0629 0.0658 0.0010 1.0974 0.0191 737.7 5.3
02LT4I-6 44.48 23.56 7.4358 0.0994 0.0711 0.0024 1.2781 0.0524 811.5 10.3
02LT41-7 101.12 88.58 7.6226 0.1010 0.0648 0.0014 1.2420 0.0602 798.0 10.3
02LT41-8 154.15 141.16 8.3869 0.1039 0.0638 0.0012 1.0793 0.0341 727.6 8.6
02LT41-9 201.41 363.57 8,2519 0.0983 0.0648 0.0011 1.0631 0.0225 736.5 8.3
02LT41-10 68.23 67.55 8.1262 0.1186 0.0650 0.0018 1.1426 0.0350 750.0 10.3
02LT41-1I 92.26 89,76 7-4742 0.1009 0.0673 0.0015 1.1792 0.0341 806J 10.2
02LT41-12 253.72 289.58 8.1854 0.0944 0.0664 0.0009 1.1293 0.0206 743.6 8.1
02LT41-13 125.54 125.14 7.7182 0.0989 0.0645 0,0017 1.1451 0.0336 785.0 9.5
02LT41-I4 64.04 72.48 7.3014 0.1077 0.0675 0.0022 1.2547 0.0465 826.5 11.4
02LT41-15 58.77 94.21 7.8742 0.1X89 0.0708 0.0020 0.9813 0.0913 758.3 11.5
02LT41-16 81.66 124.14 7.9104 0.1105 0.0651 0.0016 1.0688 0.0370 764.2 10.1
02LT41-17 120.29 164.36 7.7246 0.1056 0.0661 0.0014 1.1626 0.0303 783.9 10.1
02LT41-18 97.86 84.37 6.8425 0.0907 0.0678 0.0014 1.3625 0.0343 879.2 10.9
02LT41-19 50.74 59.18 7.7995 0.1230 0.0674 0.0022 1.2138 0.0455 778.7 11.6
02LT41-20 74.07 70.36 7.9310 0.1131 0.0662 0.0017 1.1887 0.0348 767.3 10.3
02LT41-2I 68.88 74.87 7.6787 0.1117 0.0643 0.0017 1.1609 0.0357 789.5 10.8
02LT41-22 110.47 85.16 7.6708 0.1000 0.0651 0.0014 1.1645 0.0292 789.7 9.7
02LT41-23 181.77 112.06 7.8542 0.0943 0.0666 0.0011 1.1482 0.0247 771.5 8.7
02LT41-24 101.80 74.63 8.2778 0.1187 0.0669 0.0015 1.1948 0.0540 739.1 10.3
02LT41-25 55.60 92.01 7.4020 0.1149 0.0668 0.0020 1.1766 0.0509 813.7 11.9
o\
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